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Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, May 1V, 1950

Victory Homemakers Pray
For World Peace at Meeting1

Third Graders Want To
Know When Is A
Suite A Sweet
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If the third grade pupat the
South Fulton School would tell
wailUJ
'-; "My Boys, the gitillro
you themselves, they would said
weaf
u miummiers"
that they had a wonderful "twip
diallanilliall19111161111111111111111111111111 ,
Nearly all members of the V*war ,
- The end of May all over Amertory Homemakers Club met with And He set there an angel warden on a twain." On Tuesday, Mrs. ica is the time of the year when that's not all that will be there.
With another week of\baseball
Other events are:
Roper Fields, third grade teacher,
Mrs. Raymond Harrison on,TuesIn a garment of light unfurled. and nine home room
the
graduate takes the limelight.
Baczalkureate, May 21, 8 p. m., gone by, the forecasts of the cr.*.
mothers
day, May 16 at 2:00 p. m. Her
In Fulton* and South Fulton the First Methodist Church.
ics are beginning to take shape
new home was very attractively So near to the peace of Heaven, gathered up the kidlets and topk
Class Day, May 24, 3 p. m., Carr more and more. .One week ago,
contagion
sweeps into
every
Cairo
bus,
on
them
a
school
to
decorated with roses. She gave
That the hawk might nest with but the return trip was on the home and cares are put aside to Institute.
the devotional using the 19th
the wren,
" Junior High Commencement, most of the fans were crying how
Psalm which
closes with the For there, in the cool of the even City of New _Orleans, the first make "their day" a great day. At
wrong the sports writers were'in
May 24, 8 p. m., Carr Institute.
Fulton
High
School
commencetrain
ride
them..
for
many
of
petitien: "Let the words of my
God walked with the first of
Special Honors Day, May 26, 9 saying that Joe" Pencil said in
ment
is
scheduled
for
May
25,
Cairo
the
group
In
was
"taken
mouth and the meditation pf my
men,
over" by Mr. Shanahan
ticket at Cart Institute Auditorium. But a. m., High School Auditorium.
All the while she was answer- heart, tar accepted in Thy sight,
the Daily Primçr that so-and-in
Tonight, Friday, the annual
agent, who had arranged a gala
ing them, Mrs. Workman kept an 0 Lord, my Strength and my Releague,
And
these
I
dream
garden
that
school exhibits will be on display had the best team in the
day for them. A visit to the city
eagle-eye on the cat for the can- deemer." Mrs. Harrison led the
closes
with an appropriate program or that Tom Scribe said in the
park, a tour through the local
near-by Lord's Prayer.
ine's reactions to the
With their shade and their
planned for the event. The Junior Morning Bugle that that town
hotel (and how the young ladies
Our little friend, who
reptile.
Mrs. Cecil Burnette read:
had a cellar dweller and just look
sun-flecked sod
Band
renderhe Fulton Hi
Bandand
w
did enjoy the very fancy powder
snared the rural ceosus with us, The Lord God planted a garden
at them, they're right up on the
And their Wiles and bowers of
21()101
rooms)
other
and
interestmany
was oblivious,to the cat, the
In the first white days of the
stopped
roses,
during the,,evening. The exhibits top. The weather has
ing sights were. arranged for
snake and the hazard and just
Dr. Ralph Woods, eminent edu- will be held in the manual arts playing tricks on the clubs and
Were laid by the hand of God. them to see.
went on net. merry way admiring
president of Murray room from seven to eight p. m. they can really settle down to
cator and
the flowers . . . . so-o-o-o-o near
The youngsters have keen State Teacher's College has been and from nine
The kiss of the sun for parden.
to ten p. m. Work business and see just who does
that fateful bush. Just a§ our
conscious"
year.
"train
the
whole
secured by the Chamber of Com- done in the manual arts depart- have the best outfit. During the
e. The song of the birds for mirth,
Wend strolled away Mrs. Worktheir
social
doted
studies
In
they
merce to be principal speaker at ment will be on display.
first few days of the season, if
One is nearer God's heart in a
man gave a loud yell, the cat
on transportation and more par- the dinner meeting planned for
garden
At South Fulton, commence- you will remember, the teams
jumped, we balked and there.
ticularly
on
trains.
By
the
time
Than anywhere else on earth.
ment was held on Thursday even- that were on top were using onToday, Friday,
May 19, has
TO SPEAK HERE
just inches from our friend jumppitchers
ing, May 18, with Prof. Matt ly one or maybe two
—Dorothy Frances Gurney the trip rolled around they were
ed the snake to its doom. Quick as been designated as Cancer Drive
information
saturated
with
about
getting
Mrs. Herman Roberts gave the
Sparksman, dean of Men at Mur- and the pitchers were
a mouse Mrs. Workman crushed Day in Fulton, Mrs. W. L. Dur- most interesting lecture
student
trains.
The
i"
earned
the
ray State College, as the principal *ugh rest between showers to
on sprayits head with her hoe and therein bin, County Chairman announ- ing
money
with
which
to
take
the
vefretable and flower gardspeaker. Class day was held on be ready for the next game. Now
ced. A goal of $1000
is being
lies the moral.
ens. She alio explained how ants trip by sponsoring such things
Tuesday with a most unique pro- they have decided to play baseNever underestimate the abili- sought for the county to assist could be banished from the gar- as a magician, an itmateur talent
gram centered around "Memor- ball every night for a change,
ties of a lovely farm lady, or the needy cancer victims in getting dens by the use of carbon-bisul- show, candy sales and even sold
ies." The W. W. Morris Memorial these .one or two aces must have
care. When the malady strikes it
garden seed. They spent $52 on
luck of the census-taker.
medal was :presented by Dudley a bit of rest once in a while and
knows no creed or color, nor does fide, and recommended that soil the trip.
Morris and the American Legion in the meantime, their' club is
it stop to consider the financial,for potting plants be heated to
Crowning interest of the trip
award by . Commander James dropping by degrees. I don't preThere's nothing .quite so happy needs of a patient. Here, in Ful- 150 degrees for two hours in ordesignation
Warren of the American Legion tend to ,be a forecaster of baseball
nor as sad as a high school gradu- ton County the Cancer Society der to kill insects and wild plant probably, wai the
games, but I don't believe that
"suite of rooms" at the hotel. Propost.
ation. The other night at the ban- has been very active and helpful. growth.
nounced like the sweet they enAt South Fulton the graduates some of the teams that have been
quet preceding the Junior-Senior Seventeen patients were treated
Mrs. E. E. Mount spoke on the
riding high, can remain in that
joy they had no idea why rooms
were:
prom we were told...a really heart- last year with
treatment and -meeting of the AtIgintic pact in
could be called sweet. (Ed's note:
Alexander, Imogene; Allen, position.
rending event took place. As the transportation for the
that silent
patients London and asked
Wait tell they're in the eighth
Geraldine; Boulton, Johnnie;
group started singing Auld Lang amounting to more than $2000.
prayer be offered for the twelve
grade or even the fifth. It'll take
Cashion, Bill; Cochran, Joella; Fulton fans missed a doubleSync, which is enough to make
The Kentucky Cancer Society, nations of the pact,. that they
on
even
another
meaning.
Boy
Dunn, Charles; Elvert, Betty; treat Monday night by not bea stonewall cry, five pretty lass- in offering its help, asks that a :night be guided by the leading
loves girl ... ain't that sweet.)
Eudy, Hubert; Hornsby, Robbie; ing in Jackson for the first game
e school had knots in patient be
ies at
recommended
for hand of the Master in any and all
Jackton, Elbert; Kendall, Jean; of the first series with the JackMrs. Fields has sponsored the
that just wouldn't treatment to the local cancer decisions. Mrs. L. A. Clifton closthe throa
son Generals. The ball game was
Lawson, John R.;
swallowed.
see, A n Mc- fund. They are then sent
to ed with prayer. Mrs. Mount ex- trip for two years and plans to
Also, Nanney, Zenia; Napier, tied up one-all after the second
'armen Riverside Clinic in Paducah for pressed her own faith and hope make it an annual affair.
Murp
Dade, Cissy
Clifford; Owens, Oletha; Pogue, inning until the eighth, when the
all treatment, and other hospitals in in the nation working together in
Those privileged to traie ige
Pigue and Ann Latta are
Stella; Roach, Bessie Lou; Stark, Generals scored one in the lower
graduating this year, leaving be- the State when further treatment suppressing acts of
aggression, trip were:
Janette; Smith, Joann; Stoker, part Of that inning. Going into
Dr. Ralph Woods
buddy is needed.
baby
hind their little
and maintaining world peace.
Rudell Bivens, Ted Croce, A.
Peggy Jo; Valentine, Charlotte; the top of the do-or-die inning.
Nancy Wilson. who if a grade beWorkers who will canvass the
Mrs. Roy Carver and Mrs. Har- M. Dycus, Jackie Easley, Jimmy Monday evening, May 22.
Vowell, Bob; Williams, Jerry; Fisher led off with a single, Pethind them. The five have been city are as follows: Business Diserson, pinching for Tate, singled
The meeting will be held in Williams, Manus.
(Continue on page seveal
(Continued en page 7)
almost inseparable and the pa-t- trict: Mrs. Durbin, general chairto give us runners on first and
the main dining room of Wick's
At Fulton High they are:
.
empty man, Mrs. Jack Carter, Mrs. Haring will make a pretty
'
second. Bohna, who already had
'Cafe on Lake Street. Tickets for
Ise
*rot in Nancy's lest year. But old Holliday, Mrs. Bill Stokes,
the dinner will be on sale at the
Brady, Mary Ann, Bushart, hit three for four, came up next
cheer up Nancy, remember the laceM rs. Edward
hby mB
rs
enA
edsihcbt. Mrs.tak
WaleCorn' office of the Chamber of
Betty Lou, Coleman, Alice, Eas- and hit another tingle that got
old saying, "parting is such sweet
y will
merce in the Woman's Club build- ley, Sue, Ellis, Jo Ann, Fields, through the rightfielder and went
On
sorrow." Before you
know ,t, donations in Weaks store from all
to the wall, giving us two runs
r ing at $1.25 each. It is'hoped that
your happy day will come along those who have not been contact(Continued on Page 6).
In and a runner on third. Bohna
"eveil, member of the Chamber
and you'll be just as sad to leave ed and wish to give to the Cancer
later
and many prospective members
scored on a fly ball to the
your other dear companions.
Drive. Mrs. Frank Brady, Mrs. W.
will attend. Dr. Woods is one of
outfield. With a 4-2 decision in
H. Hill, Mrs. Buren Rogers, Mrs.
the outstanding speakers of the
his favor at the end of the nine
All over the world the City of Billy is on the
Innings, Manager Ivan Kuester
Boy Rupert Stilley, Mrs. Robert GraBilly Blackstone, avid
ground
long day.
drilled and
Scout worker, said following the ham, Mrs. Roy Hamby, Mrs. Gil- Fulton (Ky.) will be known. At enough to write a card.
remarked, "And
way Lt. Billy
everyone still wonders why we
Boy Scout circus in Union City son Latta, Mrs. Walter Voelpel, least that's the
Constantly
in
training
as
don't like seven
that Fulton scouts won so many Mrs. Egbert Williams, Mrs. Frank Reed, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clar- bomber groups the 342nd hasn't
inning
ball
Joseph M. Sanders, Paducah games."
awards that it got embarrassing Beadles, Mrs. J. C. Hancock. Mrs. ence Reed has it figured out. Bil- missed many sections of these
Another treat that the
district manager for the Southern fans
chairman of • the ly, pilot of a B-50, the Air Force's
missed
after awhile. Besides taking first Joe Hall is
was
not seeing the
United States. Sometimes during
Bell Telephone
Company since wonderful lighting system in
place with their float entered for schools, civic organizations and larger and improved version of the middle of the summer
the
Lt.
1947, has been named district fairground
the B-29, is going to name his Reed will make a tour of duty in
the Dry Lake District the boys industrial plants.
park
used by
the
Basketball fans
who live in manager at Frankfort effective
Workers in West Fulton
are: ship the City of Fulton, if tenta- England, where
went to town in the physical fitGenerals.
It
is
a
very
efficient
he no doubt will Fulton, Mayfield, Paducah and
ness event, with Troop 44 placing Mrs. James Warren, Mrs. M. T. tive Air Force plans are put into tell the King and Queen about Benton have only until May 25 to immediately, it was announced system that the Jackson fans can
today by C. J. Yates, Kentucky be
building: Calliham, Mrs. Clint Reed, Mrs. effect. According to the report re- his dear home
very
first in the pyramid
proud
of.
town with the buy their tickets in those towns Manager.
The same. troop won third in the James Meacham, Mrs. Charles ceived here, plane commanders southern charm.
to the North-South cage classic
He will be succeeded by B. F.
bicycle event. The figure eight Walker, Mrs. Warren Argo, Mrs. operating from Biggs Air Field
Have you met our skipper? He
But the story of Fulton will not at Murray Saturday night, June Harwood, Jr., directory
supetvis- is Ivan G. -Kuester who makes
event was led by Troop 43 with Billy Stephenson, Mrs. Tolbert in El Paso will be given the be too new to the folks in ling- 10. On May 25 all
out-of-town
or
in
Louisville
for-the
put sev- his home in Evansville, Indiana.
Troop 44
following in
third Dallas, Mrs. Grady Varden, Mrs. privilege of naming their ships. land. After all, Virginia and Yim sales will be terminated
and eral months.
Gene Williamson, Mrs. Victor Billy, you know, is a plane complace.
Ivan took over the throttle of the
Mr. Sanders, who has made
Voegli, Mrs. Robert Hyland, Mrs. mander and has advised that he. Isbell and their tyvo charming tickets, provided any are left, will
Railroaders train about the middaughters
have
b4n
over
there
be
available
only
in
Murray.
many
friends
since
coming here dle of July, 1948 and has been
Charles Jones, Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr., will name his flying home the
for more than a year now, and
Out-of-town
sales
are
being
The gals Who play golf at the Mrs. Ward Bushart, Mrs.
October
1,
1947,
began
his tele- on duty since that time. Ivan was
Bob City of Fultbn.
they haven't missed many bets in heindled in Fulton by Hall-Woot- phone career,,in 1926 as
Country Club aren't letting the Binford and Mrs. J. B. Manley.
pay sta- no
newcomer to
the
Kitty
Whether or not he will be per- being good-will ambassadors for en Clothing store; in Mayfield by tion collector in New
summer go by without doing a
East Fulton workers are: Mrs.
Orleans, La. League, however, having served
mitted to add the "Kentucky" to Kentucky. Virginia, you know, is Hunt's Sporting Goods store; in
little fixing up at the little cot- Fred Homra, chairman.
Mr. Sanders is vice president
Campbells; and in of the Paducah Rotary Club, on with the Owensboro Oiler organtage that serves as parlor, bedCountry Club Courts: Mrs. J. L. the'name is problematical at this the former Virginia Fleming, Paducah by
ization in 1946 and acting as a
time, but there can be no mis- daughter of Mrs. Jessie Lee Benton by Nelson's drug store. the Board of the
room and sink. We heard Wed- Jones, Jr., chairman.
Manufacturers thorn to the Fulton team. While
nesday that Lib McDade had doSaturday has been designated take what City of Fulton it will Fleming of this city. Last year All seats are reserved and all and Wholesalers Association, and serving with
the Railroaders,
nated a couch to put in the room as Tag Day on down-town streets be, because there's only one U. their daughter, Read, presented a tickets are one dollar and fifty on the Board of the Broadway
Ivan has played in the outfield,
Billy Reed who is qualified to tell bouquet of flowers to Her Maj- cents each.
and Mary Homra had given some
Methodist Church.
hitting .228 in the short time that
Preston Ordway, business manpretty indian head material with with the Girl Scouts .assisting in the story of his ole home town, esty, and we'll imagine she said
Mr. Harwood is a native of
while curtsying, "I'm from Ful- ager at Murray State college, in Trenton, Tennessee, and began he Served in 1948, but rising to
which to cover it. Vivian William- the drive. They will be supervis- Fulton, Ky.
The Air Force lieutenant is a ton, Ky."
charge of all ticket sales, said to- his telephone career in Nashville, .318 for the 1949 season. He is
son was rounding up a crew on ed by Mrs. Joe Hall, Mrs L. C.
Bomber
In a slightly louder roar, Bil- day that a sell-out crowd is al- Tenn., in 1920. After coming with well liked by both the team and
the 342
member of
Thursday to doll the sofa up. Logan and Mrs. Vernon Owen.
appearSquadron, and those boys really ly's plane will show them in the ready assured and that unless the company he served,in various -the fans and from all
Lots of the other gals will add a
ances, has the makings of a sucget around. To bear this fact out, skies and on the ground, that he's fans want to be left out they must capacities in
few frills, so for this year things
Nashville, Tenn., cessful organization in the 1950
Whitnel and Mrs. one only
Mrs. Ann
has to see the post- from Fulton, Ky., too!
get tickets now. The gym at Mur- Atlanta, Ga., Birmingham Ala.
will be honky-dory out there.
season.
Foster Edwards spent Tuesday in marks on the letters that reach
Indeed, they're ambassadors ray State where the game will be and various cities in the
state of
Betty Louise and Clarence when without portfolio . .. all of them. played seats only 2200.
By the way there's going to be Hopkinsville.
Florida.
Another Evansville member cif
ari..aususual kind of tournament
the Railroader staff is a young
out there Sunday. A gent and a
right-handed pitcher by the name
lady will team up for a men and
of Harley Grossman. The only
ladies tournament
with
each
way that you would kncror that
player given a handicap to make
Harley is around is by looking at
winning eisier. Get on the old
Wright
all
to
down
Paducah,
the
and
line
in
this
same building
By Mary-Nelle
that
One of our favorite family day we took my aunt, Mrs. Ora his averages on
Mr. Friend's
golf togs Sunday and watch the
Some people have in the realm who had one commodity in com- Whiskey Dick gained the reputa- stories was the time my sister Coffman along with us to visit statistic sheets. He is a very quite
lads and lassies.
mon.
shan't
The
one
menitem
I
type of fellow wf -lways has a
tion of the fastest "rig horse" came into the house carrying a some relatives.
of their memory an unforgettable
That afternoon as smite for everyonmeets on
character who may be a states- tion, but if the name of the train anywhere in these parts.
load of stove wood, with tears
the
sun
began
strikes
getting
any
imaginchord
in
your
lower
the street and a • '-teout for
when a streaming down her checks cryThere was the time
man, a minister or a rogue.
ation,
what
you'll
they
know
a
Their character's claim to
man from foreign parts made a ing broken-heartedly. She told Mama would look out to see if everyone he meet,- --+ the plate..
lasting forget-me-not may have bought.
weekly call to the livery stable us how Whiskey Dick had "pure- Whiskey Dick was still contented. Harley's record f,r the 1949 seaSome 'Incidents in the life of and would rent no other horse ly laughed at her" when she fell After a trip to tile window once son shows that he won a total of
been because of some deed of va19 games for the
Railroaders,
lor, some sermon of prophecy or Whiskey Dick, I later found out, but Whiskey Dick. Finally it be- down with her wood just across
or twice she called us and told us while losing 10 grm^.. His earnlinked them gave him his name for the same came known that some foul play the fence from
some felony that
where he was
to
hurry
and
get
our
coats
on
that
ed
run
average wak
per game.
with was connected with the rentaf of hitched. There was no doubt in
with police records, as well as reason. Historically and
amusement I remember that my the horse and my Dad learned our mind that he had done just Whiskey Dick was ready to go With one year's c.:perience bethe niches of their memory.
home.
sister
My
and
I
.hurried
to
hind
him
and
still
only 20 years
But my most unforgettable Dad bought him-from the late that the strange man was running that—because we
knew
how
With appologies to CourierCreedle Who had used whiskey from Harris, Tennessee rashly he tried to impress people. the, bilf.tgy, Mama helped us in of age, he is my choice of the big
"character" was an ornery, un- Turner
Journal and Hey Diddle, diddle
and
urged
Aunt
Ora
to
hurry.
prospects.
Stay
with it,
league
gray „him, hitched to a hack, to deliver to Fulton with Whiskey
predictable, old dappled
Dick His pugnacity, suspicion
and
quick temper were almost human. Once the three of us were in the Harley, you have bigger things
horse, which caused our family groceries. Where he came from, his common carrier.
Hey Daily Leader
apprehension we'll never know. Nor will we
How that spry and unscrupulAnother peculiarity of his was buggy our fate was entirely out of to look forward to in baseball.
more joy and
through the years than any one know what kind of blood was in ous old horse must have loved that no matter where we went, our hands, Without a signal from
The News has a riddle
CHORUS HAS PROGRAM
his veins unless it was the blood the mystery and intrigue of his he never liked to stand hitched Mama, the wheels of the buggy
thing I can remember.
• We want you to answer real
Whiskey Dick was his name, of a demon because he ,was just missions.
for very long at a time Whiskey started rolling and we were on
The
Girls Chorus of the First
our way. I have often wondered
soon
His diirmsition bespoke a deep Dick
having been named for the fa- that, speedy as lightning.
goverened us by a rigid
Baptist Church had charge of the
how
Aunt
Ora
got
home.
Perhaps
there are more than a and ruthless hatred for children. code—no matter where we went,
Whiskey
mous Illinois Central
The story has been told,( and Mothers Day music program SunDick, the late afternoon train .few Fultonians who still remem- Worse, it seemed the prime nec- when he started
pawing, we we wonder
Our eds get a story
who it might have day morning, May 14.
ber
when
there
that ran from Paducah to Cairo.
was a livery essity of his life to scare chil- knew he was ready to go home—
The choir gave a lovely corsage
been)
of
the
bridegroom-to-be
For Fulton's ole glory
stable
on
Main
Legend has it that this train was
Street in
the dren. I can see him now as he so home we went.
who rushed into the livery stable to Mrs. Susie Witt, the oldest
building
directly
across the alley laid his ears back and snapped
I think perhaps the occasion of
And you play it as though its used almost exclusively, to acmother in the Sunda'.,
morning
comniodate people
from Cairo from Paul Bennett's Store. It was his old yellowed teeth together. our worst embarassment was ,the
your tune.
(Continued on Page 6)
services.

Most Unforgettable Memory Had Real Horse Sense
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JOSEPH SANDERS IS
BASKETBALL FANS DISTRICT MANAGER
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The other day we called on a
County farm
very fine Fulton
lady-by the name of Mrs. R. A.
Worknian. It was a beautiful Saturday afternoon and Mrs. Workman was in her flower garden,
what
we
hoe in hand, doing
thought was a wonderful pasttime in .this beautiful Spring
weather. On close-observition we
noticed that she and the tomcat near-by were not interested
in the flowers at all, but in findcrawled
ing a snake that had
bushes in the yard.
along the
Well, we thought, that snake has
gone its merry_ way_ so we walked up to the bush, kinda closelike and started asking a lot of
funny questions.

14A

Little
Phoebe

RIDGt

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 48S

utton, Kentucky

R.PAUL and JOBLANMA M. WESTPHELING,
Editors and PatWieners.
A member of the Astimer Yes Amaildathsa.
A member of the Indian thaady Ras Bartaa.
Subscription Hates $2 per year us Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United Stales, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879. •
Publishedlreary_ritilkof(M.Th. Year.
There is ... &thing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to soine worthy thing or
cause—Anonymous.
FRIDAY. RAY,

rl,

Seems We Always
Get Kicked Around
Monday night at the Cayce High School,
a handful of Fulton Countians gathered to organize a county Young Democrats Club. The
attendance was tremendously disappointing
to enthusiastic and energeracJennings Kearby,
local attorney, who instigated the movement,
but then it was encouraging, too. It showed
among other things,that there are at least a
dozen or more Democrats in the county who
are interested in getting together and talking
about the need for such an organization in
these parts.
Since the county is nearly all Democratic,
you might ask yourself, what is the need for
such 'an organization. Well, tflere is a great
need, chief among the reasons is the fact that
maybe such an organization might keep us,
in Fulton County, and in the First District,
from getting "kicked around" by the powers
that be.
believe,
feeling, we
It is the general
among up-state politicians that the First District is all-Democratic so what is the need of
bowing down to us or even giving us our just
due when good jobs, road projects, or other
favors are sought. We sometimes think that in
need of
Frankfort they say, "what's the
worrying about the First District vote, it'll go
Democratic anyway." And it no doubt will,
but a good wide-awake organization to tell
em once in a while not to be so sure, would
crlainly help a lot
The Young Democratic Club would be
ccistitutionally, non-partisan, meaning that
Idle group could not„ per-se, endorse any candidate for publieaffice. But what it could do to
acquaint the public with the type of men running for office and the qualifications of those
n :It, is another matter.
In the not too distant future, another
icr3eting of interested organizers will be cane/ We do hope that as a loyal Democrat you
will avail yourself of the opportunity to beonie a member. In the unity of such an organization there would be great strength in
telling the political story' of the First District
to the rest of the Stale And frankly we think
we're awfully far behind in our story-telbng
Interested WOMICE1 are especially invited
to attend the meeting. It isn't necessary to tell
you the dynamic vote-getting power of the
women-folk. Nor is it necessary to impress
upon these same women the value of organization to get a joh done. A full wale effort to
bring out the vote on election day is a mighty
factor in letting the top level politicians know
what organization can do.
To the high school graduate interested in
the welfare of his city, State and Nation tire
Young Democrats Club is the real medium
for community service.

Outsider Revegls
Expansion Needs
In Sunday's Courier-Journal, Joe Cresson, that newspaper's roving reporter paid a
Its
wonderful tribute to the city of Fulton_
potentialities, business, Civic and cultural were
mirrored in a seven-page article, accompanied
by interesting pictures of local scenes.
The circulation received by the article
will do much good in telling the rest of the
With all of the
State about our little town_
good things said about the city, Mr. Creason,
in fairness to his reportoria duties, had some
things to say that didn't look too good in
print, but which were disgustingly true.
He said: "The city limits have remained
the same since 1880. For this reason, the official population never has been a true indication of the city's size since perhaps as many
as 2,000 people, belonging to Fulton in every
the
way, reside just over the bourviPry

area in the 1950 population census, but its
so
never too late to do somethihg about it
to
that the city will have the opportunity
windsome
case
in
directions
all
expand in
fall of industry might want to locate here:

147 !icFoottors

These men made Kentucky rue
Though the days were sad
-and dark.

woodlands
Across the way the
grow,
Gigantic trees that pierce the
sky;
Shade the traveler, wayside
resting
With this vastness how Small
am I.

Dear State be proud, bow to
none,
Yet lend not to strife or hate,
Hold high the banner of freedom,
For free men are noble and
great.
-

Some local people are saying that the ,
decrease
1950 city population will show a
when the official figures are released. We are
of that same opinion and look forward to the
time when the figures will be released officiWith America growing, with cities all
around us growing too, it seems something of
a shame to let the world know that we're
We aren't really, you
growing backwards.
figures are juggled.
the
way
the
just
know, its

With eager mind I listen well,
For the names of Boone and
•Clark;

Why can't we juggle them in our favor
right now.

the public has enjoyed for many years past,
some of them for a generation.
Postmaster General Donaldson explained
that cuts in service were necessary because
post offices costs have been fez out-running
postal receipts, because Congress would not
vote the department more money or permit
it to increase postage rates about $500 million
a year.
It is not surprising that some members of
Congress expressed the belief or suspicion
that the curtailment in mail service was designed to pressure the lawmakers into giving
the Post Office Department more money.
It was to be expected—and perhaps desired by Postmaster General Donaldson—that
a flood of protests from mail users would follow the department's announcement and be
reflected when the representatives vote on
the appropriations bill.

Truman Puts His
Show on the Road
There's something a little corny in the
President's "non-political" cross-country tour.
Since he hasn't bothered to give the tour dignity, we don't suppose he would mind if we
called it "barn-storming" in the manner of the
second-raters of long ago.
The dignity of the President's office, and
his cabinet too, has hit a new low in our estimation. There was a time when the Cabinet
of the President of the United States was top
level statesmanship, but under piano-playing
Harry, he just takes his troop and puts his
"show on the road."
We can see his, point though. It wasn't
too long ago that he made a mid-western tour
and stopped in Omaha we believe, and had
hardly a corporal's guard to hear him talk.
This time he wanted to be sure of an audience so he brought "big names" and gave
them top billing .... it just happened that he

We Will Have
You might
"Why don't you look where you're going?
break Junior's skates"

From The Files:

out in 1952.

They Did Not
Die In Vain ...
They shall grow not old,
As we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them,
Nor the years condemn.
At the going do4 of the sun
and in the morning
We wir —rr.,:rnber them.

The News, of cc.liNe, nas be‘m saying that
for a long time and did what it could to influence the City Council mid other interested
organizations to incorporate that area before
the official census was begun on April 1. Its
too late now to incorporate that outlying

ten for reserved-seat tickets. This is an event
for which Kentuckians long have waited, and
At promises to be one they will not soon forget.

CHICKS

May 22, 1925:
R. P. Dee, vice grand-President
railway
of the Brotherhood of
clerks, freight
and steamship
handlers, express and station emFulton diviployees, addressed
sion lodge No. 801 this week.
Mrs. W. H. Powers passed away
Edd B. Kelly anlast Friday .
nounced his candidacy for County Court Clerk . . . Mayor R. H.
Wade is having constructed a 10stone-trimmed home on
room
Carr Street, adjoining the Dobbins-Johnson property.
the
The following pupils of
reeighth grade at McFadden
ceived their diplomas Thursday
afternoon: Misses Lena Tuck,
Mae
Marie Wolberton, Annie
Bruce, Annie R. Ferguson, Clevia
Bard, Laura Mae Pickering; Mesrs, Chalmers Ferguson and Fort
Dillon.
Sr—
Ernest Arrington, Lonnie Roper, Joe Lane, Roper Fields and
Earl Oliver, all of Cayce, left for
Akron, Ohio to find summer employment. They plan to spend the
summer there and be ready to
enter college in September.
The delightful 'piano recitals
this past week were a rare treat
for Fulton music lovers. Those
who gave recitals include Miss
Ruth Fields, Miss Doris Huddleston, Miss Blanche Waggener, in
Fulton; Miss Loretta Nix, Sylvan
Shade; Miss Ivora Cantrell, Water Valley.
The engagement of Miss Eula
Lee Bennett of Water Valley, Ky.
to Mr. Richard Murray Boaz of
announced by her
Fulton was
parents. The wedding Will take
place in Louisville.
Stock comThe Smith-Willis
pany's big tent show will play
FUlton next week in the lot next
to the cigar facory, presenting a
4-act comedy drama with vaudeville between the acts. Show is
under the auspices of the local
fire department.

May 23, 1930:
The 1930 Fulton County fair
will be held five big days, from
is
Aug. 26-30; J. W. Gordon
President and R. H. Wade, secretary.
James Hammons, truck driver
for M. Livingston Company, was
robbed of about $700 in cash by
highway
3 men on the Martin
last Friday evening.
Miss Mary B. Walker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Walker
of Fulton, was Married to Aaron
Kirby. son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kirby of Beelerton, May 1$.
at
Mrs. Kirby, now in chool
Murray State, intends to finish
out the spring semester.

ALL THROUGH MAY

SATHS—Wo
you don't k
for baths. I
oil a latices.

Dick Oberlin:

Ceitlatles 6114eiloalio#14
The time rolls around again for act with a mock amphibious asOhio River at
Armed -Forces Day — when we sault from the
River
and
4th
honor the men now commonly re- Louisville's
ferred to as G-I's and Leather- Streets.
And, winding up the big shinnecks. Time was when we held
observances — Army dig for us will be the 24th anseparate
Day, Navy Day, Marine Corps ual National Defense Day dinner
Hotel Saturday
at the Brown
Day.
though, night. The speaker will be Majorunification,
Since
they're all put in one called Arm- General Anthony MacAuliffe, the
not-so-politely
ed Forces Day. And, it's coming gentleman who
said "nuts" to the Germans at
up—Saturday.
demanded
All sorts of big things are plan- Bastogne when they
states his surrender.
numerous
ned, too, in
It is interesting to note, incidMany
throughout the country.
Kentucky will entally, that the menu for this
communities in
participate. And, in areas where banquet—an All-American afthere are military or naval in- fair—is printed in French. Pomstallations, special open - houses mes de Terre Parisienne! Primeurs de Fruits Frappe! Shades of
will be held.
Fort Knox, Standiford Field the Cavalry!
and the University of Louisvlile
But seriously, there is a good
Naval Science building in our
own Louisville area come urfder old American flavor to the occasthat group. And, besides that, the ion — a poem written especially
Armed
11th Airborne Division will stage for this observance of
Forces Day. The poet is Sergeant
a training jump at Bowman Field
Kentucky
in Louisville, the first mass para- Norman Ellis of the
Military District
headquarters.
chute jump we've ever had. An
aerial show is also on the sched- The title: "Kentucky". And, here
ule for Godman Airforce base at 'tis:
"I staki upon a Kentucky hill
Fort Knox.
And, grasp the beauty of the
land;
The Marines will get into the
1
3

It's not too late to start chicks
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now ... for good late fryers!
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Milner, 73, a
Thomas
John
pioneer
member of one of the
families in this section, died Saturday evening at his home on
West Street.

Roy Spiringer, who
killed
Frank Barrett, local - merchant,
and cut and shot
police chief
Bailey,'
Huddleston last Feb. 4,
was sentenced to life imprisonment in Eddyville by a circut
court jury here last weekend.

Provides 0
DISHES—To
.it
need ISO
this need wi

LALINDIY-1
days to est
sires a ple
whets you s

eight
first time in
For the
years the housewife is now able
to buy a pound of coffee, a pound
of sugar, a pound of butter, a
dozen eggs and a loaf of bread
for a dollar.

The men of the First Methodist Church served up a bountiful
banquet with "grace and style"
last Thursday in honor of mothers and daughters. Messrs. D. C.
Ligon and Paul Pickering ,were
the reception committee; C. B.
Cloyd, Smoot Morris and B. F.
Binford were in the kitchen; N.
G. Cooke, Boyd Alexander and
Roy Pickering were the dining
room committee and N. G. proved
to be as graceful with tableware
as he is in handling money at the
bank. R. G. Pickering, Frank
Beadles, Robert
Witty, Harry
Reaves, Gene Dunn and Leroy
"waitreBuckingham acted as
sses."

•
A GENERAL

SHOWIR—T
as a -hot a
oat hand at

Tiviotiot9 Bach ilte elach

used the dignity of his cabinet as a side-show
attraction.
Things are tough all over the show business, Harry. You'd better get Barnum and
Bailey and Ringling Brothers too, to help you

HAV

*P.)

fect nearly so many pepole. Is that he reason
it has decided upon a drastic cut in the postal
service as a means of retrenchment?
Mail deliveries in residential areas have
been limited to one a day S.nd the hours during which stamps may be purchased at the
post offices have been shortened, among
many other curtailments of the services which

Mrs. Hai
field spen'
aunts, Mrs
- Mrs. Lola
Mrs. fix
her home
some time
Mrs. Rosa

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

Postal Cut Is
Pure Politics
The United States government spends a
vast amount of money for purposes far less
important to the people as a whole than the
postal service. But apparently the administration regards the delivery and transmission of
the mail as of less importance than some
other program and services that do not af-

Ah State, Heloved State, We
kneel,
In exalted thanks to God;
That here is the land of Kentucky,
May we preserve its sacred
sod."
Wherever you are, there's a
man or woman you know who
proudly wears the uniform of the
U. S. A. Armed Forces Day. Saturday, is his day and her day.

Where I stand the breezes blow,
Whispering the 'lore of years
ago;
Exciting tales of the Indians' way,
This land, their own Manitou.

ally, within a few weeks.

v, May 30, the UniverOn D-.-.c1r.t.,
ntucky's r.:w Memorial Coliseum
sit:dicated to the memory of the 9,333
will ce
Kentuckians who gave their lives in World
War II. Letters have been sent to the families
of these men and women, inviting them to attend the program as guests of honor, and
hundreds from all parts of the state have writ-

county."

RICTLY BUSINESS

Below the lazy river runs,
Through a channel of God's
own hand.

&F
!us I..

Yourland
and Ourrails
Nobody needed to tell_lieur great-granddad about
land and railroads. Jjjs own eyes told him how
farms and towns, faMiries an mines blossomed
like spring dandelions'Ulien the rails came.
Today, if you dig for the facts, you'll quickly see
that the Illinois Central means as much to you as
it did to great-granddad. For even if you're a city
dweller, you live and work with things that
by rail.

move

And the Illinois Central lives and works for you and
your family — and 10 million other families along
our lines. Our present and our future depend upon
the industry, agriculture and mining of MidAuferica.
f
That's why we are always ready to help farmers
inoprove their herds and soil and to find new sites
for industry. By working with the people of MidAmerica, we earn the patronage that makes possible

a modern, progressive

railroad.

WA.jonNsToN
•

President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Main Line of Mid-America

2
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run
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Why
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throughout the world Father, of whom are all things,
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FULTON HARDWARE It(en)111 linance

GENERAL*ELECTRIC

•
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DOESIE112‘701
THANKLESS KITCHEN TASKS
ou'll find yourself singing in the kitchen, toe,
when you've a cool, clean, fast automatic electric
automatic
range, and a dependable, trouble-free
delights!
twin
fe's
electric water heater.The housewi
own
Just picture them in your home. Your very
up-to-the-minute electric range that turns out blue
ribbon cooking every time, and by remote control,
too, if you like. Pop dinner into the oven, set as
dial or two, and when you return dinner is cooked,

DISPOSALL*

AUTOMATIC DISHWASHEL

-

01413 5"
Pa!'
691 scin

tor this Mt'
0„ttle SI°

.it! No more dreary
Think of
hours spent washing dishes. The
dishwasher in the G-E Electric
Sink will wash them sparkling
clean — automatically. And its
work-saving partner, the G-E
the
• Disposall removes food waste
modern way — right down the
drain and out of the house.
....A./4AI R. it

twat

wow Paw awau mem wow wwww
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ELECTRIC WATER HEATING COST

ELECTRIC COOKING COST
II

your p

I

electric

bill

We thOtIT sls,ma
5••11•

ml

COST
$5.80 OR MORE, ELECTRIC COOKING Wilt
WILL COST
5.20 TO 5.70 ELECTRIC COOKING
COST
4.60 TO 5.10 ELECTRIC COOKING WILL

$2.00

400 TO 4.50 ELECTRIC COOKING WILL COST

2.60

3.40 TO 3.90 ELECTRIC (OOKING WILL COST

2•10

Phone 1

11111T11 alt.

66 gallon Imatee dellr•rInp up le
52 gallons daily •n off-peal, rota

54.911

$3.5)

57 gallon hornier delivering only
12 gallons doily on eff.peak at.

5.21

3.94

30 gallon heater delivering only
24 gallons doily on off.imollt ,as

5.59

4./3

2.20
2.40

IP Pot UM.

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

sized for your family.

the charts
water electrically, for less than you think. Check
You can cook electrically, and heat
family of fowr. The cooking
average
an
cost
will
water
hot
and
below to see what cooking
based on tests
a month for cooking. Hot water costs are
chart is based on 100 kilowatt-hours
a mofitii.
water
hot
of
gallons
1300
about
uses
four
that indicate the average family of

ELECTRICALLY
C-

You can certainly appreciate the °di... ,_s
of a dependable supply of hot water, for dishes,
laundry, bathing, scrubbing—for just everything
that makes hot water a must. For matchless convenience, choose an electric hot water heater

owes.wwwww ow• wow awe tow
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DISPOSES OF GARBAGE

WASHES ALL THE DISHES

piping hot, and ready to serve. And fast, thrifty,
a
surface units give you five ranges of hec• boil.
g
rollickin
a
to
dead slow simmer

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPOIATIO

tage 4— The Fulton News — Friday, Mai 19; 19
girls visited Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Work Simday.
Travis of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill
visited his dad,
New Mexico
Robert Travis, Mrs. Travis and
Peggy last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McBee of
Murray caled on her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Casey
Sunday.
Singleton
Mr. and Mrs. Zell
visited his sister, Mrs. Harry
Yates and Mr. Yates awhile Saturday night.

DUKEDOM RT. 2

Joyce Taylor
Wednesday viistors of Mrs. T.
C House were: Mesdames Wilma
Wray and
Williams, Virginia
Evaline Yates.
Jane Owen was the Thursday
night guest of Ruth Ervin.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McNatt were
the- guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. E
Stewart Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
Joyce shopped in Mayfield Friday.
Work and Rita
. Mrs. Margie
visited in the home of Mrs. Virginia Owen one day last week.
Sunday visitors of Mr.
and
Mrs. T. Rickman were: Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hairdine, Mrs. Horace
Stephens and baby. Mr. and Mrs.
William Killebrew and Patsy.
Control and prevention of raMrs. Evaline Yates is ill of
bies is a community problem and
neuritis.
Mrs. Tennie House was hostess one which requires full community cooperation. There have
to a brush party given at
her
been a great many false theories
home Saturday afternoon.
Shirley Colburn, Norma Jean about thy cause and cure of raWilson and Sue
were bies as, for example, the use of
Owen
guests of Shirley GESSCII1 Sunday the mad stone and the idea that
most dogs went mad during "dog
night.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. days" in July and August.
Actually, statistics show that
Harry Yates were: Mr. and Mrs.
T. C. House, Mr. and Mrs. Francis animals catch rabies and bite peoSmith, Mr.' and Mrs. Clarence ple during all seasons of the year,
in
French and Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. but the incidence is higher
early Spring and Fall. The most
0. F. Taylor and Joyce.
remember,
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and important point to
however, is that rabies can be
prevented. One big step in this
direction is the annual *injection
of animals with a vaccine to build
up their resistance
to the diseasftc.
.
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WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIL NEVI

ENJOY YOUR
RADIO MORE
Whether your radio needs adjustment or a real overhaul,
call us. We will bring back
true tone and perfect reception
c_uickly and expertly ... and
at a modest cost- Phone OIL
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
PHONIC 44-1

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
.05 Commercial Ave-

PUBLIC HEALTH
TOPICS

Harry A. Barry,
Sanitarian,
urged all dog owners in Fultbn
County to have their pets immunized
early this year.
Although other animals, such
as
foxes, horses, cows and cats, may
be infected by the rabies virus,
dogs are still the most common
carrier of the disease.

Before you buy of Rogge
COME IN AND MIT VS OWE YOU A CONIftallE

The Only Watch with
DURAPOWER MAINSPRING

DIEMONSTRATI1044 Of MI SAMOIOS

=Mall
74fia•Te

Potts.
Mr. and Mrs. Babe Robev visited Mr. and Mrs. Claude Graddy
Sunday aftrenoon.
Mrs. Tobe McDaniel and children of near Harris, Mrs. Albert
Roach and children spent Sunday
with their mother, Mrs. Mary
Underwood.
Mrs. Lillie McCree spent Sun-

Mrs. Jack Foster
Mr. and Mrs. Elno Foster and
boys visited Mr. and Mrs. Mose
Foster and Rodney Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Therain
Jones
and Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Wright
visited Mrs. Lizzie Forster Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloy Yates announces the marriage of their
son, Charles, to Martha
Jean
Warren, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Most Complete Stock

fa.?

RANG!
OTHER [LOINS
FROM $29.75

lAw

PrrcasInrlud•
Federal To.

ANDREWS
JEWELRY STORE
226 Church St.

Erken

.

Box 37

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 960

Dr. H.

Vet(

Gra

11
442 Lake Street

Gr

BROWI3
HOG FEEDERS:

8

If you have plenty of corn, feed your hogs

BROWDER'S 40% SUPPLEMENT
(pellets or mash): FATTEN THEM UP NOW FOR MARKET
AHEAD OF THE SPRING PIG CROP
•

•

•

•

If your corn is limited, feed your hogs Browder's

18% ECONOMY HOG FEED
(pellets or mash), with a limited amount of
corn - - - for best results.

•

AIRLINE GAS COMPANY
OF FULTON

An ann
to friends
gagement
riage of N
ter of Mn
Smith Mb
land, Fla.
Penn to I
hand, Jr.,
C. Foreha
Lakeland.
Miss Pe
Lakeland
tended ..14
sity and I

LIQUORS

WINES

(Available in either pellets or mash)

CED FEOM - - $119.00

PENN-F01
NUPTIAL
FOR MON

In West Kentucky

For your Pigs and Sows, feed Browder's

COMB INNO OBLIGATION
—OF COURSE

SOC

Illonamatir*

161
/
2% PIG AND SOW FEED
Yon will ive with your
new range a long time
-.0 we suggest you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
6o make your kitchen
hours easier more enjoyable. Famous
for its beauty, your new Tanan
will be the envy of your friend&

\ Intere

I

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J,—"Southern interest in the work of the
National Citizens Commission for
the Public Schools has been so
great that we chose Louisville,
Kentucky, for the establishment of
our first regional office." Henry
'Toy. Jr., Executive Director of the
Commission, said today.
Announcement of the opening of
the Louisville office and the appointment of Maurice D. Bement as re;lona' director was made at the
ueginning of the Commission's twoday meeting in Atlantic City.
The National Citizens Commission for the Public Schools, which
is financed by the Rockefeller
Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation. is made up of thirty-six
prominent laymen.'Roy E. Larsen.
President of Time Inc., is chairman. Purpose of the organization,
which was formed only a year ago,
la the stimulation of local citizen
interest in school betterment. The
Commission also serves as a clearinghouse of information and works
with a growing list of local school
improvement groups, now totaling
more than 300. all over the country.
Maurice D. Bement
The Louisville office, under Mr.
Bement, will give particular attention to public education in the provement to political clean-ups.
South and provide specialized as- and has been credited with effectsistance at the request of groups ing civic progress throughout the
forming in this area.
state.
"It is our belief," Mr: Bement
During World War II, Mr. Bement
said today, "that the responsibility served as ernoloyment supervisor
for better schools Is the local re- for the Consolidated-Vultee Aircraft
sponsibility of each community. We Corporation's Louisville division.
want private citizens to organize
He was also a teacher in the pubwith their neighbors to help the lic schools of Lone Oak, Kentucky,
schools do the job each local coin- for six years. He is a graduate of
munity feels they should do. Citi- Murray State Teachers' College,
zens should, and must, meet that with advanced work at George Peaobligation if progress in education body College in Nashville. Tennesis to match that in other fields." see. Ile is married and the father
Mr. Bement has had wide ex- of two children.
perience in both business and pub"We want to hear from all citilic life. He le well-known through- zens who are interested in the
out the South for his five years' cause of public education in the
service as Executive Director of the South." Mr. Bement said. "We hope
Committee for Kentucky. an organi- to perform a real service, but the
zation which enrolled thousands of job can be done only in cooperation.
Kentuckians in a state-wide pro- with local citizens in each comi
gram of action for community and munity."
rural betterment. The Committee's
Address of the regional office Is
campaign covered problems of pub- the Realty Building. Jefferson
lic interest ranging from school im- Street, Louisville, Kentucky.

31 sold filled
Kritiolos Cireotre I•,'s.
r•

Mc2edd

Citizens School Group
Names Southern Director

It is important that
wounds
caused by an animal suspected of
.•
having rabies should be treated Frank Joyner in McKenzie, Tenn.
at once. Simple first aid or mild Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Robert Thompson attendantiseptics should never be
relied on. A physician should be ed a district federation meeting
consulted immediately. The doc- in Paducah Monday.
Sunday afternoon visitors
of
tor should then notify the police
who, in turn should inform the Ed Thompson and Mr. and Mrs.
dog's owner that the animal must Robert Thompson were: Mr. and
be placed in confinement
for Mrs. Fred Thompson of Mayfield,
observation. If, at the end of two Mrs. Mattie Thompso•1 and Mrs.
weeks, the dog is still alive and L. C. Massie.
well the danger of'rabies is prac- -Mr. and Mrs.
Barry Stokes of
tically past, since the disease is Paducah spent Sunday
with Mrs.
100% fatal to animals within sev- Carlene Stokes
and children.
en to 10 days after symptoms apMr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
pear.
visited her mother,
Mrs. Nora
However, should the dog die, Byrns Sunday, who
is ill.
the head should be' removed and
Mrs. C. L. Drysdale visited Mrs.
sent by express to the laboratory
of the State
Department
of A. M. Browder over the weekend
and
attended decoration.
Health, 620 South Third Street
Mrs. Herman Easley and son,
Louisville, Kentucky for examinVerhine and
Janet
ation. Should the dog be found iMrs. John
to have rabies—your
physician icarried Mrs. Rupert Browder
will be notified and will deter- driving Sunday and by the decMrs.
mine the necessity of starting the oration at the cemetery.
Browderi friends were glad to
Pasteur treatment
see her out as she has been confined at home for some time.
PALESTINE
Rev. and Mrs. L. B. Cotinsil
and sons visited in the communMrs. Leslie Nugent
ity Sunday afternoon 'and went
Rev. C. A. Baker and family of
to. see the improvement at the
Memphis spent last
Thursday church and the, new organ.
night with Mr. and Mrs. M. R.
The' Homemakers Club will
Jeffress and family.
meet Friday at 1:30 at community
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Moore and center.
daughter, Peggy of
Memphis
spent the weekend with relatives
PIERCE STATION
and attended decoration Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton Browder
Mrs. E. G. McWilliams and
and Rupert Browder and Mr. and
son, Tommie, of Quantia, Va.,
Mrs. Ethel Browder visited Mr. are spending a few days
with
and Mrs. Perry Browder Sunday Mrs. McWilliams' parents,
Mr.
afternoon and report his condi- and Mrs. T. C Poore near Chapel
tion unimproved.
Hill.
Mesdames John
Thompson,
Miss Rebecca McRee is spendIda Pegram, and Walter Joyner ing this week in Idlewild, Tenn.,
attended the funeral of
Mrs. the house guest of Miss Bettye

were Mr. and
day in Martin the guest of Mr., only attendant's
!Jess Warren of Cuba.
and Mrs. McMillin.
:
!. I The wedding took place Satur
Mrs. Kelly French and Mr. an,
Mrs. Isham Conner spent Sunday • day, May 13 in Mississippi. The..
reMrs. Mrs. Richard Lowry. They
in Jackson, Tenn., with
Savd•••
Conner's sister, Mrs. G. J. Ray turned home Sunday.
and enjoyed a birthday dinner in
A wedding supper was prepal
honor of her brother, P. M. Rob- ed by the bridegroom's mother.
From The Home Demonstm
inson.
Those attending were: Mr. and tion Agent From Fulton 4'4.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Griffin spent Mrs. Jess Warren and Joe Budy,
I
Mothers Day with her parents. William D. Yates and Sue TuckMr. and Mrs. Cecil Williams in er, Virgil Yates , and Edna RevBertha
Mrs.
McLeod, Fulton
enes, Mr. and.Mrs. 011ie Hendly,
Polk Station.
Home
Mr. and Mrs. -Cecil Taylor arid County
Demonstration
Mr. and Mrs. Bob.DeMyer, Mrs.
has
Agent,
announced the HomeHarold, Mt and Mrs. Richard
Christine Pierce and Mrs. Algie Lowry.
makers Schedule for thc month
in
Hay visited Mrs. Ben Jones
of May as follows:
The couple .4ire making their
Sunday afternoon.
McConnell
parents.
Western, May I2—Mrs. Boyd
groom's
the
with
home
Mrs. Jones returned from MemMrs. Yates, 1:30.
Mrs. Cecil Taylor and
several
after
phis last week
May 18 — 16 Mrs.
Victory,
weeks treatment in the Baptist Cloy Yates visited Canine P.:ads
Raymond Harrison, 2:0C.
Hospital and is improving nicely. Friday.
graces
glad
Her many friends are very
The sixth and seventh
- Hickman, May 1st —
for her.
at Pilot Oak School left Friday makers ClubClub Room, 10::41.
and
Alford
Mr. and Mrs. Lester
for Mammoth Cave.
giontgomery, May 18 — MrQ
son, Kenneth, of Dyersburg spent
of Olan Gray, 10:30.
Harrison
Rev. and Mrs.
Mothers Day with Mrs.
Mattie Martin, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gee.
Palestine, May 19 — Palestin.
Rogers. Several of Mrs. Rogers' sum and boys and Mr. and Mrs.
children celebrated the day with B. G. Lowry visited Mr. and Mrs. Club House, tisd.
Crutchfield,
May 23 — Mrs.
her. She and her daughter, Helen, Burnel Lowry Sunday. Mr. and
went to Dyersburg for a few days Mrs. Check Bennett came awhile Herschel Brown, 1:00.
Fulton, May 24 — Young Men's
visit with her daughter, Mrs. Al- Sunday night.
Business Club, 10:00.
ford.
Little Donnie Olive celebrated
Sylvan Shade, May 25 — Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Evans had
third birthday Monday. There J. N1. Roper, 10:00.
all their children in for dinner on her
were several children there. ReCayce, May 25 — Mrs. F. P.
Mothers Day.
Those attending
freshments were served and gifts Garrigan, 1:30.
were: Mr. and Mrs. W. D. BurchEveryone enjoyed the
opened.
District 4-H — May 25, Paduam and family,
Mr. and Mrs.
afternoon.
cah, 1:30.
Lennie Burcham and family
of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
Contest.
Union City, Mr. and Mrs. BernLanetta spent Sunday wit' M"
ard Evans and family of Jordan,
and Mrs. A. D. Johnson and chilMr. and Mrs. Wilson Evans of the
PERSONALS
dren in Cuba.
Mt. Carmel community.
Mrs. hla Yegram, Mrs. John
- Mr. and Mrs. Oria Forster. Mr.
Mrs. Lillie McCree spent Monand Mrs. Pete Foster, Mr. and Thompson and Mrs. Wallet Joy.
day in Lynnville with her parMrs. Jack Foster and Lanetta had ner attended the funeral of Mrs.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hay.
supper with Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Frank Joyner held Sunday near
Wade
has
returned
Jim
from Lowry Sunday night.
McKenzie, Tenn.
the Fulton Hospital and is doing
Mr. and Mrs. John Grace have
Mac Lee Starks is home visitas well as could be expected since ing
moved from Thedford Street to
his family and friends..
the accident when he fell and
Mr. and Mrs.- Hubert Butler, Walnut Street
broke his blob.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brann
Mr. and Mrs. William
Earl and David were' fishing Sunday. Jones spent Sunday
with Mr. and
Long and David-spent Methers
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann visited Mrs. Marion Jones and Jimmy.
Day with Mrs. Paul Long and Mrs. Jack Foster Thursday afterMrs. Marion Jones and Mrs.
family in McConnell. .
noonJack Foster and Lanetta spent
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Graves of Wednesday with Mrs. Pete Fo,t
Nashville and Mr. and Mrs. D. J. or to paper her living room.
Route Three Chats

•

•

•

WE DELIVER

BRowDER MILLING (0.1hz.
TELEPHONE 900

FULTON, KENTUCKY

BROWDER

A

Cl

Willie Homra on Walnut Street. Friday, May 19,1950—The Fulton *ewe — Page .
'sang, "Faith of our Fathers" wtth MARY ANDERSON
Mrs. Sally Blow has returned
Mrs. Bard at the organ. The wor- HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. John Boaz of Memphis Mrs.. E.G. Maddox on Cedar
to Jacksonville, Fla., after severship sevice was concluded by the
Miss Mary Anderson entertain- at weeks visit with her brother, spent Sunday wits her mother,I Street.
president who read scripture from
on
Pslams, Deuteronomy and Luke ed her bridge club Friday night Jess Nichols and Mre3Nichols
oraminfimisimmemir
—4-- HOME NEWS
—4-- CLUBS
SOCIETY
followed by prayer by Mrs. Ber- at her home on Central Avenue. Cedar Street.
Centralia,
of
Plott
Harry
Mrs.
tha Nugent.
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
Following several progressions
her
The program was then present- of contract Miss Lilly B. Allen Ill., spent the weekend with
Phone 926
father and other relatives.
of
Homes
"Christianizing
ed on
won high score prize and Mrs. E. D. Keiser has returned from n
08 &Minas Street
Different Countries." The ChristShe is a member of the Junior ian Home in Africa. Mrs. Ethel Joe Fly won bridge bingo.
a business trip to St. Louis.
PENN-FOREHAND
the
games
the
of
close
the
At
Ralph Breillea
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Whitnel, Jr.,
Ann Whitnel
NUPTIALS PLANNED
I Woman's Club and is presently Browder; Christian Marriage,
hostess served strawberry short- Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Whitnel. III
FOR MONTH OF JUNE
A pprentice Funeral Director
Licensed Funeral Director
' employed as a dental assistant Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, Christian cakes and coffee.
of Dyersburg, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Home Week in India, Evangelica
P. C. Jones,
Members playing were: Miss
An announcement of interest to Dr. John Kent Holliday.
were t=
Movement in Latin American and Allen, Mrs. Fly, Mrs. Howard M. Whitnel of Cincinnati
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.
gradua
also
is
enForehand
the
Mr.
is
Fulton
to friends in
Working Tother Strange, Miss Adolphus 4..atta, Sunday guests of their /bother,
Homes
'Church
gagement and approaching mar- ate of Lakeland High School. He In the United States, Mrs. RichMrs. R. C. Whitnel on the Union
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
riage of Misr Polly Penn, daugh- was graduated. last June from the ard Mobley, "0 Master Let Me Mrs. Ardell Sams, Miss Tommy. City Highway.
MulMrs.
Eula
and
Gates
Nell
1113
Penn,
E
and
deRalph
Stokes
Fred
a
and
Mrs.
Mr.
with
ter of Mrs.
I University qf Florida
Walk with Thee" Sung by the
Mrs. Martha Rice of Hickman
Sotith Mississippi Avenue, Lake- gree in Business Administration.• group. A poem was read by Mrs. ford.
Mr. ; At the University he was t imemland, Fla., and the late
were Sunday afternoon guests of
Watts "Keep Swett" AfRobert
ontract Funeral Home for, nod Member at:
Stokes,
his mother, Mrs. Lucy
Penn to Tillman. Cooper Fore- I ber of Phi Delta Theta L Social ter the business session Mrs. BerKetittl, Icy Funeral Directors' flotlini ASSOCkffiga, ha.
as tha Nugent gave the Bible lesson,
who ,is the guest- of Mrs. J. B. E
hand, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. T. fraternity; He is employe
Cequin on Walnut Street.
C. Forehand, 727 College Avenue credit manager at Sherwin- "Women of hte Scriptures."
Lakeland.
-Williams Company.
Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon will
of
Williams
Jean
Emma
Mrs.
from
graduated
Miss Penn
The wedding will take place present the Mission Study"Crass Jackson, Tenn., spent the weekat- in June.
Lakeland High School and
Roots" May 29 at the Palestine end with her parents, Mr. and
tended John B. Stetson UniverMiss Penn and her parents for- Church at 2'p. m.
Mrs. Virgil King.
sity and Florida State University merly lived in Fulton. She is the
The meeting was dismissed by
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hays and
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Gus Browder. The hostess
little daughter have returned to
and Mrs. Polly Beadles, who also 'served sandwiches, cookies and
their home in Centlia after a
. formerly lived in Fulton.
cold drinks to fifteen members visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wrenn
Dr. H.W.Connaughton
and one visitor, Miss Ann Wood- Coulter on Covington Ave.
PALESTINE WSCS
row of Tullahoma, Tenn.
reMrs. William Roach has
ENJOYS MEETING
Veterinary Service
turned to her home in Paducah
MONDAY APRIL
MRS. R. C. JOYNER
after a three weeks visit with
Phone 807-R
her mother, Mrs. J. 0. Anderson
The Palestine Woman's Society HAS DINNER GUESTS
shop refreshed
or Call 70
and other relatives.
of Christian Service met at the ON MOTHER'S DAY
and Mrs. Alf Hornbeak,
Mr.
church May 8 at 2 p. m. with Mrs.
Graduate Veterinarian
Mrs. R. C. Joyner and
her
Stella Yates and Mrs. F4izaBertha Nugent as hostess.
mother, Mrs. W. F. Hamilton had Mrs.
Located on Martin-Fulton
beth Milner spent Sunday afterMrs. Roy Bard. president, ann- as their Sunday
dinner guests
noon in Hornbeak.
ounced the topic, "Christianizing their children and
Highway.
grandchildren
Our Homes" and read a portion of at their home on Green Street. 'Mrs. Hattie Combs of Dallas,
Texas and Henry Knight of Bar44 Pln)!
, nft,r which the group
Guests were: Mr. and Mrs. FL C.
ger, Texas are the guests of the
Hamilton of Clanton, Ala., Mr.
and the tatter's
and Mrs. 0. E. Butragi of Selma, former's daughter
niece, Mrs. Charlotte Smith and
Ala.. Mr. and Mrs. Will Lee TayE. Melton on Arch Street.
lor and son of Murray, Ky., Cap- J.
Billy Carr of Madisonville, Ky.,
tain Gettis Lee of Washington,
WZ4S the Sundasi
guest of his
Miss LaJaun Morton of Boonemother, Mrs. Herbert Carr on
ville, Miss., Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Second Street.
Lee; Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Vowel!,
-Mrs. B. K. Williams is visitMr. and Mrs. Corkey Joyner and
ing her daughter, Mrs. Guy Ballof
all
children
Fulton.
enger and Mrs. Bausom Tegetoff in Carbondale, Ill.
MRS. EDWARDS
Otha Linton of Murray ColAsk 10, I. raher way...both
TO
HOSTESS
lege spent the weekend with his
traar-mask.r mean Me same thing.
FRIDAY CLUB
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
PURE
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHOMTY OP THE COCACOIA coarser yr
- FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING 1311," INC
Mrs. C. D. Edwards entertain- Linton on Cedar Street.
MILK CO.
Billy.Homra spent the weekend
ed the members of her
Friday
o 1110,Elm Gma•ITAM Company
c.na&A.
hridge club and four guests, Mrs. with his "parents, Mr. and Mrs.
PASTEURIZED
Fred Homra, Mrs. Morgan Omar,
HOrlOCEMZED
Mrs. Clyde
Williams, Jr., and
I Miss Andy DeMyer at her home
lin Country Club Courts.
I A delicious dessert was served
bilk is fie food
"
preceding the games Mrs. Jack
That helped us grow"
Carter was high scorer for the
Say the champions;
They should know.
afternoon and Mrs. Morgan Omar
was second high.
Members present were: Mesdames Carter; J. L. Jones, Jr., J.
A. Poe, P. J. Trinca, Thomas Maddox, W. B. Stokes and Bill Hogg.
SERVICE AND QUALITY
Mr. and Mrs. Wrenn Coulter
•
RHONE 813j
have returned from several days
trip to Chicago.
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WIHTNEL FUNERAL HOW "

PHONE 88

Town Topics

Refresh...add zest to the hour

Half•Pintsigek

112A!

PURE MILK CO.

2
1
EN WORK 70/
CUT YOURLessKITCH
than '4" a Week!
...For

MY AMERICAN KITCHEN
SAVES ME 2!TOURS WORK
EVERY VAY...AND YOU CAN
NAVE ONE JUST LIKE IT FOR
PENNIES YOU WON'T EVEN MISS!

•

B

est reason in the world for
having your Buick safety-checked
this May—you'llget a great deal more
pleasure out of driving it.
You'll travel carefree all summer if
you have a Buick specialist check
over your brakes and wheel bearings now—see that your steering is
true and easy—look into stop lights,
taillights, turn indicators, horn and
other warning signals.

Fres Yourself Forever From Back-Breaking Drudgery
with a Great All-New
Believe it or not, but actual studies show that if yours is
an average kitchen, you take up to nearly TWICE AS

itelt
osstots

RIO SINK VALOIS
FROM ONLY $52.95

t

WALL CABINETS —12 SIZE/
FROM ONLY BULBS

McDADE FURNITURE Co.
319 Walnut Street

Our own shop is Buick headquarters
—our men are trained and experienced old hands on Buicks. Bring
your Buick to us for your presummer safety check-over, and let
us make sure you can wheel over
the highroad in perfect peace of
mind.
Make it safe in May—and you can
play safely all summer.

94911FICIFIIENItii

MUCH TIME—and SIX TIMES AS MANY STEPS
you
— preparing an average meal as you would take if
had a modem AMERICAN KITCHEN!
Imagine!—that means a streamlined AMERICAN
KITCHEN can CUT YOUR
KITCHEN WORK AS MUCH
AS HALF—and SAVE YOU
UP TO 2 HOURS EVERY
DAY!
So why keep on slaying your
youth away when you can have
a, complete American Kitchen
— including all of the big, handsome units shown above—for
NO MONEY DOWN, and BASE CASINITS-7 SIZES
LESS THAN $4.00 a WEEK!
FROM ONLY $33.90

MAKE SAFE IN MAY74--11%*
PLAY SAFE ALLSUMMERAA

Fulton, Ky.

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth

Street

Fulton, Kentucky

after which, Mrs. H. B. Fortner
Page.6— The _Fulton ,/sIew!i — 1ric14,34. ligy19, 1954 of
Knoxville, Tenn., gave a plas-

Interests

FOR WOMEN
SOCIETY

HOME NEWS

—4-- CLUBS --I-Elisabeth Witty, Editor
Phone 926

tic goods demonstration.
the
During the social hour
hostesses served sandwiches and
Coca-Colas to nine members. •

Adams, Ann Boultop, Barbara
Davis, Patsy Jo Daman, Christdaughter ine Forrester, Jessie Belle Gamb-

ton Wednesday.

i'HESE WOMEN! "

By critiesai

Town Topics

O A. Thomas and
Betty attended the ball game in
Jackson, Tenn., Monday night.
Ferguson and
Mrs. Homer
daughter, Margaret and Beverly
Blough attended the ball game in
Jackson, Tenn., Monday night.
Pete Roberts was also a Fulton
baseball fan who witnesird the
ball game in Jackson Tuesday.

lin, Rose Hyland, Barbara Kupfer, Sandra Laird, Nettie
McIlwain, Carolyn Neeley, Eva Jo
Reams, Peggy Sue Wilhawks, Hazle Grissom, Judith Choate, Jerrie Ann Weems, Linda Bushart,
Larry Davis and Gerald Powell.
The motherS were: Mrs. Gamhlin, Mrs. Neeley,
Mrs. Reams,
Mrs. Hyland, Mrs. Kupfer, Mrs.
Grissom, Mrs. Cruce, Mrs. Laird
and Mrs. Dycus.
•

Mr band Mrs. Burr Farra of
Lovell. Wyoming are the guests
of the latter's brother, B. G. Huff
HELEN FAY CARDWELL
Third Graders
MRS. THORPE
Jefferson
Huff on
and Mrs.
AND ROBERT H. MAY
HOSTESS TO
(Cootinued from Page One)
Street
SOON
VOWS
PLEDGE
TO
LUNCHEON CLUB
Faulkner, John Ferguson, HowMr. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton are I
that
Announcement has been made visiting friends in Louisville.
makes
It is our pride
ard Flowers, Larry Gurley' JerMrs. Clarice Thorpe was graciengagement and
ry hall. Billy Joe IslcClanaban, another's criticism
Mrs. C. P. Bruce and niece. Miss
rankle, our
ous hostess to the Tuesday lunch- this week of the
Miss
of
marriage
approaching
Phillips, self-will that makes . •another'
Harry Pepper, Tony
Molly
Sue Forrest and Misses
eon club. The nieinbers and two
daughter of Wiley, Diane Bennett and Nell
Billy Sensing,
Shanks.
Jerry
guests, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Sr., Helen Fay Cardwell,
offensive, our egotism trait
late
the
and
Cardwell
Arch
Mrs.
Barry Strong, Ralph Willis, Jer- deed
weekend in
Holland spent the
and Mrs. Fred Gibson enjoyed
feels hurt by another' self-assertRobert
to
Fulton,
Cardwell,
Mr.
Lynn
ry
the
Daniels, John Iljin.
Memphis and attended the Cota delectable luncheon at
H. May son of Mr. and Mrs. L. H. ton Carnival.
Also, Terry Taylor. Helen Kay ion.—Mary Baker Eddy
—owe"' Derby after whieh they went to
Mrs: Jack Hart has returned
the home of Mrs. Thorpe where May of Chicago.
Miss Cardwell is a graduate of from the Baptist Hospital
in
games of contract were played
Fulton High School and is now Memphis and is doing nicely at
during the afternoon.
Sta- her home on Fairview Avenue.
Mrs.,Bob White was high scor- employed at Tucker's Cream
Miss
Mrs. tion.
Mrs. Stella Howard and
er for the members and
Mr. May. a nephew of Mr. and Virginia Howard are visiting the
Williams for the guests.
Members present were: Mes- Mrs. Bert Newhouse of Fulton, is former's son, Harold Howard and
dames White, Elizabeth Snow, J. a grativate of St. Mary's in Pa- family in Hobbs, Mexico. Enroute
ducah. He is associated with his home they will visit relatives in
H. Madddx and Leon Browder.
in Claude, Texas.
uncle at Bert's_ Shoe Store
me
Fulton.
Mrs. H. W. Booth of Charlotte,
"I shouldn't have to pay you a cent. You've been giving
MRS. BARD
The date of the wedding has , N. e., is the guest of her sister,
HOSTASS TO
weeks and I haven't made a hole-in-one el!"
four
for
lessons
not meen set.
Mrs. Herbert Carr.
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. H. F. McGinnis of Charles••••••••••••••••••••••••••
A SPECIAL PRAYER
Mrs. Gus Bard was hostess to MRS. BEN DAVIS
ton, S. C., is the guest of her
the Tuesday afternoon bridge ENTERTAINS. WITH
mother, Mrs. J. W. Norman east / s we lift a prayer for silent
club at her home on'-Carr Street. BUFFET SUPPER
of town.
graves,
One guest, Mrs. H. W. Booth of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Campbell Upon this memorial day;
the
Mrs. Ben Devis entertained
Charlotte,-N. C., was included in
of Mayfield spent Sunday with Filled with wasted youth,
council of the Junior Department his- mother, Mrs. Sam Campbell
the two tables of members.
Who lost in the Battle Fray.
Church on Eddings Street.
At the conclusion of the games of the First Methodist
By Alice Coleman
,
MonMrs. L. 0. Bradford was awarded with a lovely buffet supper
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Flake. Our thoughts go back to. yester )11.4.04.4.1.4.1.4.11.4.44.4.4r4+.11.4.4.4..tArs
of
south
Booth
high score prize and Mrs.
day night at her home
Mr. and Mrs. James Cullum and •
Don't take our word for it . . . come in and
years, •
P. J. Kocher is on his vacation,
town.
was presented a guest gift.
son, Kenny, of Jackson, Tenn., When they too, stood here;
I
Detroit
FEEL the quality, EXAMINE the workmanin
spend
to
is
he
which
busidelicious
short
After the supper a
The hostess served a
spent Sunday with their mother., Clasping parents hands.
with his family.
ship.
SAVE the difference!
salad plate to the following mem- ness session was held presided Mrs. Pearl Weaver on Norman
clear.
rang
notes
As the bugle
Cardwell. Street.
bers: Mesdames Bradford, Abe over by Mrs. Ernest
• Wayne Rhodes and son, Jerry.
•
M. The devotional was given by Mrs.
Herbert Carr, T.
are vacationing in Chicago, Ill. ,
Jolley,
Mr. and Mrs. Shawie Noffel The War-they fought was far
Franklin, J. D. Davis, J. C. Virgil Davis and Mrs. C. E. Haw- and , children of Portagesville.
M. M. Matlock and family spent
81 x 99 Full Bed Size, 128 Count
away,
Scruggs and J. E. Fall, Sr.
kins made a short inspiring talk. Mo.. spent
his ,T.n the future of another land:
Saturday in Paducah, Ky.
Sunday with
Those attending were: Mes- mother, Mrs. John Noffel.
T. F. Cursey spent Friday in I
Not one could see the ugliness,
W. I. Nolan of Dunedom, Fla., Of Death's stretching hand.
dames Cardwell, Davis, Hawkins,
Memphis.
MRS. VARDEN
Exum, J. It. Nolan ot uexter. MO., an
Grady .Varden, Milton
ENTERTAINS
Frank Wiggins, Monroe Luther, Marvin Nolan of Chagrin Fall. Smirking in greedy satisfaction,
BRIDGE CLUB
Bill Johnson, claim agent from
, E. E. Mount, Don Hill, Jessie Har- Ohio were Sunday guests of their He reached both far and near;
IIet. it \told-filament crepe
Memphis was in Fulton Thurs,
Mrs. Grady Varden entertained ris. Hattie Wood, Ernest Jenkins, parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. R. Nolan From the homes of every land,
day.
on Park Avenue.
The members of the Tuesday night C. B. Jones and Pattie.
He took loved ones, so dear.
Bennett.
Boyd
Miss Betty
J. W. Martin, master mechanic
bridge club at her home on Pearl
SARAH DEAN CLASS
weekend They paid a price for Freedom's from Jackson, Tenn., was in FulMemphis, spent the
Street.
Shies 32-40: REG. 52.98
ENJOYS MEETING AT
Hattie
with her mother, Mrs.
ton Tuesday en route to Paducah.
cause,
Two tables of members enjoyed
LOCAL CHURCH MONDAY
Bennett.
In blood they wrote their name:
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Parker
the evening of contract.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Khourie•and
It to lilt.
JERSEY
on
Robert Burrow
received high
The Sarah Dean Class met in son of Cairo were Sunday guests Yet, feet march on in Battle Fray, and daughter left Thursday
Accross ,he crimson stain.
the City of New Orleans en route
score prize.
the parlor of the First Christian , of her
mother, Mrs. Alex
to Jackson and Vicksburg. Miss..
The hostess served a delicious Church Monday afternoon with Khourie.
for a visit with friends and rela0, that God could rule men's
dessert plate to: Mesdames Bur- Mrs. Hubert Bennett and Mrs. J.
hearts,
tives.
row, Paul Boyd, Frank Wiggins, W. Gordon hostesses.
Sit wisely at the Council seat;
chemist
Guy Martin, water
Alex Leneave, Charles Rice, H. , A short devotional was given Most Unforgettable
With a light lifted high for
from Carbondale, Ill., was in FulIL Bugg and John Daniels.
and- a business meeting was held
(Continued from Page Oen)
Freedom's Way,
Nionor and in a state of great e::citement The Way mankind must keep.
dal"
demanded the fastest horse they
Do you suffer distress from
:ad—but quick. After great con- Banish hate and Godliness from
ern as to why the man was in
men's souls, •
Your children will love
uch a hurry, Papa learned that Lest Battle Drums beat on;
0
.ieri#
'be bride-to-be had set a very No one remain,
,to mourn the
tefinite time for the groom-to-be
Dead, 4,
•r, appear at the church. If he For mankind VII be gone.;
vas late, the story goes, another
• -;
winch makes you
suitor slYould be waiting there There is no gain in War and
NERVOUS several
in
who would
loose no time
Strife,
Lace trim, eyelet
days 'before'?
claiming the fair lady as his very No Victor on Battlefields;
trim and tailorDofemalefuncWhiskey
own.
Dick got
him,inst slaughtered youth in
ed Styles. Values
tional monthly mat
there.
Crimson Stain,
ailments make
81.98 to $2.98
suffer
you
so
feel
and
pain,
knave
was
knight,
strangely
He
*Scientifit means 'scientifically sized to govWho lost in man's Big Deal.
restless, weak—at such times,
rogue and rascal, we loved him
or Just before your period/ ernment standards to fit childs weight, height and we hated him.
Little Heroes of Tomorrow,'
Then start taking Lydia E.
Fondly, that was Whiskey Dick, For you a special prayer;
Pinkham's Vegetable ComI '45)1 15 ( XBARDIsi and COTTON; ASSORTED COLORS
pound about ten days before
and waist ... America's most popular line of my most unforgettable character.; May God look down on troubled
to re eve such symptoms.
I know that he was like no other l
lands,
's Compound works
horse we had ever ever known Give you all his care.
infants' and childrens' play and sleep wear!
thro
the sympathetic nervous
tem. Regular use of
before and we have never come I Amen.
Lydia
's Compound
•
across his like since.
Composed by trnma L. Roberson
helps build up resistance against
Lace trim all colors, Jersey
this annoying distress.
Fulton, Kentucky
Truly the woman's friend!
What is merciful censure? To
Note: Or you may prefer
At Left:
make thy faults appear smaller?
Lydia E. Pinkharn's TABLETS
SAS. aillomstro" styled sob
Maybe to veil them? No, no! O'er I You do not get a man's most
with
added iron.
tor olds. BMW Wok
proyou
until
criticism
, effective
them to raise thee on high.
siollobosk mow wok.,
I yoke hir3., Severe truth is exMOW, strops, tgriso,
LYDIA
E. PINKHAlp'S
Goethe.
N mos forstorbod %mods
• VEGETABLE COMPOUND •
pressed •ith some bitterness.—
Ladies Batiste or I%
MO.Naos 1 to 3.
Thoreau.
H. D.
Phone 470 For Job Printing

DIRECT FROM THE

Roundhouse
Round-Up

$198

SLIPS

'1"

HALF - SLIPS

s1"

SLIPS,

AND /
1 2 SLIPS

PLAY TOGS

$1

PLAY SHORTS
GOWNS

BLOUSES
Whites or Pastels

comfort

PLASTIC

KITCHEN CURTAINS

and

v
LACE or -MARQUISETTE

PANELS,

EACH

$100

ONE LOT, REG. $1.98, BROADCLOT% and KNII

BOYS SPORT SHIRTS

$100

Famous Tom Sawyer Brand: Broken Sizes.
SUMMER BATISTE: REC.

,
Abovsn
szsso

sidos—oosy to

akimbo or lean .....Is. Apt
pilchard bib, elastic-bock pew
wet* .41010010 shops.
Prbra Wipe Oh. hoorsadad

and so budgetly-priced,
for any occasion.

,

2 PAIRS $11).°

3J3. Ora and She;t
oll
sake. Muir or aqua hangar/sad broadcloth with darted
hotrod trim Solf-holp, brae.'i.. shads silt •11-ravold
coworoddaastic yew well.
how Wino hallarr SN illitIlb
citric 2100. -

THE LEADER STORE
Fulton

GOWNS, PAJAMAS

$1"

Broadcloth, Jersey, Batiste, Seer Sucker, Reg. 82.98, 53.98.

SHORTY PAJAMAS
LONG PAJAMAS

Complete selection of
colors and sizes —

$1.29

204 Lake Street

.3.1ti

$1"

BATISTE, REG. $2.95, $3.98

$1.00

JACK AND JILL SHOP

!et

these panties are me

lo assorted colors. Gros 1 to$

At Left:

More and more women
ore turning to simply-styled,
comfortable-fitting Blue S
So well-made of fine knit rayon

434 Lake Street

Fulton

Ii
Frio

-ft

Ji

AT HUGE SAVINGS

COTTON BATISTE

PLAPET SCIENTIfIr

Vic

old(

FACTORY
TO YOU!
BED SHEETS

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

Fri

THE

LEADER

434 Lake Street

$1"

STORE

1.11

garbara
Christ-
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'a KupMc_
Eva Jo
irks, Ha- te, JerBushart,
Powell.

lily about "Textile
'hinting".
Mrs. Bertha
McLeod
assisted
them in explaining
ways and
old Copeland talked to the assem- means of bringing out the best
in color and design. Mrs. Carver
and Mrs. Copeland
passed out
TO GUAM
scissors and paper, and the ladies
thoroughly enjoyed cutting patterns for prospective textile paintMS-1664
ings. There were dolls, animals,
flowers and many
other
odd
Friday - Saturday - May 19-20
shapes and sizes turned out from
the cutting of patterns.
Mrs. E. L. Cook took the group
DOUBLE TREAT
of 23 members and ,one visitor,
With
Mrs. Herman
Harrison on'an
alliterative tour - 61 many places
EXTRA JOYS
of interest. So
much fun .v;:.s
"BIG HOUSE BUNNY"
created in that game, and Mrs.
"Batman and Robin No. 12"
Cook presented another, "Calling
all Cities." "Morning
Comes
—TOGETHER—'
Early" was Mrs. Cook's first Selection in song, which was sung
JOE E. BROWN
by all present. But "The Little
JUDY CANOVA
Ole' was familiar to none but
In
Mrs. J. R. Powell who sang it by
and then everybody sang
JOAN OF OZARKS request,
it with her.
Victory Club plans to serve a
plate dinner at the
West Kentucky Guernsey Field Day to be
held at Mr. Cecil Burnette's July
H. Clyde Reeves
12.
Mr. and Mrs. James Armstrong
of of Hickman announce the birth of
Kentucky's Commissioner
The hostess, Mrs. Raymond
Harrison assisted by Mrs.
Roy Revenue, H. Clyde Keeves, is go- a six pound, ten ounce baby girl
May 15 at
Carver served Coca-Colas, orange ing to Guam on a leave of absence Grace Wilma born
to.survey the tax structure on the Haws Hospital.
sodas and cookies.
Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Tibbs anHe is being borrowed b9 the U. nounce the
eight4
birth of an
Accent
On—
\l.
at
Stin•114,ri 1111,
!l-22-23
S. Department of the Interior
daughter,
ounce
pound, eight
(continues from page Onel
'Skinner,
the request of Carlton
Patsy Lu, born at :50 p. m. SatJoyce, Fuzzell, Ann, Greene, Pat- Governor General of Guam to urday, May 13 at the Fulton HosBetty
recommendaHall,
Patsy,
Hancock,
sy,
make a study and
pital.
Sue, Hardin, Rebecca, Latta, Ann, tions of Guam's revenue requireMr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Cole,
McMillin,
Sue,
Ann,
McDade,
ments.
I Water Valley, Route 2 are the
Nelmp,
Murphy, Mildred Ann.
had
wide
experiReeves has
parents of a six pound, fourteen
Joan, Parrish, Amelia, Pigue. (Tice in„.tax, financial and educa- ounce son born Saturday, May 13
Carmen, Speight, Nelle, Toon. tional adminiqtration. . He was at the Fulton Hospital.
Dorothy. Wheeler, Janice, •Whites special
assistant to
the U. S.
,•(I
1 liar..NI a s !I 23
j sell, Belle, Wilkins, Linda, Will- Commissionfr of
Education in
Justly to discriminate,, firmly
iams, Betty Sue, Yates, Bonnie. , 1936 -returning to Kentucky
in to establish, wisely to prescribe,
Frances Brown.
I the same year as Executive As- and honestly to award—these are
Boys
sistant to Commissioner of Reve- the true aims and duties of critilAlatt1111.
Atkins. Jerry,
Bard, Sidney, i nue Martin. Reeves later serv,d cism.—Simms.
Brown. Charles
Ray, Crocker,ias Commissioner of Revenue onCriticism is the child and handBob, Crutchfield, Dean, Forrest, I der Goverhors
Chandler• and maid of reflection. It works by
Jerry Neal, Goodwin, Ted, Greg- I Johnson.
censure, and censure implies a
with LIBRA AUER
ory, Billy, Hibbs, James, Holland,' He resigned to enter the service standard.—R. G. White.

Reams,
r, Mrs.
S. Laird

makes
kle, our
nother's
am tnat
(-assert-

(Continued from page one)

Victory Homemakers

JohnSon, Jerry, Jones, Silly
Mott, McKnight, Tom, Shupe,
Charles,
Sublette,
Thomas,
Thorpe, Jack,
Walker, Jesse,
Worley, Jellies.
Principal, Hubert Jaco.
Superintendent, W. L. Holland

ORPHEUM

and served as Lieateitant (f. g.)
in the U. S. Coast Guard with escort vessels in the North Atlantic
and later as Commander of destroyer escorts in the Meaiterranean and Pacific. Itinong other assignments Reeves went to France
in 1948 at the request of the White
House to set up the financial and
administrative structure of UNEScfen-le has also served as president of the National Associati
of Tax Administrators and general manager of the Louisville Railway Company. Governor Clements brought him
back fo
Frankfort in December, 1948 as
fN oMMiSSiOner of
Revenue.
Reeves ...will complete his assignment and return to his Revenue post by the middle of June.

IMMO'
,
0
1714r441

and
nan-

PRICES SLASHED TO NEW LOW!
BY THE GALLON OR THE BARREL!
SUPER TOXAPHENE 60%
Now! Gits• kill on 5 1-3 acres for $3.65
YOUR COST PER ACRE:69c

DANGER,OUS
°MVO.* WITH DeFICTIV, STEER
IHIG -13RAKt5-0-Wit SPIITTY COIHROLi

'
- SUPER CHLORDANE 45%
\ow! Gets kill on 8 acres for.0.90
YOUR COST PER ACRE: 61c
*

UNDER
MY SKIN

100

A, C, BUTTS & SONS
A.no
sou...ars.

fITTOUTHI
IW•IT OP SITTII0HU

Feeds — Seeds — Groceries

INTVIGE
,
SAW

HITD 0THLH

Thwto Make
Your Money Grow
Money may not grow on trees, but it -will
if you invest it in U.S. Savings Bonds.
In ten years you get back four dollars for
every three you invest today. So help yourself
... help your country . ... buy U.S. Sayings
, Bonds through your Payroll Sayings Plan or
the Bond A Month club at your barik. Save

grow

i

I T'U R

E3

Fresh Blackeye.

President Truman's Board said—

Avondale, plain, 25-lb. bag

1.39

Self-Rising, 25-lb. bag

1.43

KE r

.

bedding

firemen to go along in diesel locomotives just for
the ride. A leading liberal newspaper calls the demands of the union leaders"horse-feathers"!
• The reckless leaders of the firemen's
union want to force down the throats
of the railroads and the public a ridiculous"make-work" proposal which has
been tivice ruled out by Presidential
Pact Finding Boards duly appointed
under the provisions of the Railway
Labor Act.
This demand of union leaders for
additional and unnecessary firemen to
ride in diesel locomotives was rejected
—after in- --:Iniefhearingli—by a Board
appointed by President Roosevelt in
1943.
It was again rejected in 1949 by a
Board appointed by PresidentTruman.

1100

'1"

'19
'

'198

IRE

)11

spots for additional unnecessary

1

Recent meetings with the National
Mediation Board have brought no
change in the attitude of the union
dictators.

"feather-bedding"by leading the members of their'union out on strike and
threatening paralysis to large areas of
the nation, they are defying the spirit
and intent of the very law which they
helped to create.
This strike is not for higher wages.
It is a strike to force the railroads to
employ many more thousands of firemen who are not needed! It would be
indefensible waste. The railroads have
refused to place this additional and
unnecessary burden on the public.
But more important than any other
consideration, is the action of these
few irresponsible union leaders in seeking to force a crippling strike upon the

Kroger Apple

No. 303
Cans

23'

4 Cans
11-oz.

APPLE BUTTER

Jar

— What'sthe strike all about? lithe
union has its way—what happens? The
— present members of the union won't
get one cent more pay.They will merely
have been assessed for a costly and indefensible drive in an attempt to provide
more dues-paying membersfor the union
by creating "feather-bedding" jobs for
additional and unnecessary firemen.
This is certainly one of the silliest
strikes in history!

nation for their own selfish purpose&
There is no other possible answer to
such a demand but "No!"
The railroads in making such a reply
believe they have the whole-hearted
support of the people in whose interest
they are willing-to fight this out, despite the loss and inconvenience that
all will suffer.
It is time to put an end to such =American demands.

29c
210
590
9e

KRM.F It

8-". 490
Pkg.

No. /
1
2

32-°,zar 1.9e TUNA
2-1b.
Leaf

1
0

Can

FIGms

90

1-1b. 250
Box

Parkay Oleo (uncolored).
1 -lb

MARGARINE

Ctn

25°

Taft-Moody

ltigHMALLOWS

2::35'

KROGER EXTRA THIN.
QT.

1-lb.

390 CRACKERS

Box

230

All Popular Brands.

'TAMALES

1
2-oz. 330
irio 13/
Zs

Cans

Kroger Hot-Dated Coffee.

SPOTLIGHT

241'•,67
Pkg

1.65

10 Cakes

SOAP

Plastic Bag

FRESH COUNTRY

Cut Green Pur-Pak

BEANS •

Ctn.

CIGARETTES
WRISLEY

Ctn.

Cans

FRYERS

590 i

Dos. 250 1

2 2 230 EGGS
1950 FARM FRESH.
FULL DRAWN.
LB.

We feature cut-up Fryers by the pie7.

55c

Lean

lb. '190 Neck Bones 1210

§-rift

Red Ripe. Sueet.

Red Ripe, Juicy, Sweet.

Watermelons
We RiP publishing this end other fel, r I Inc,Ita to bilk to you
afi first hand about mattes which are important be everybody.

20-oz.
Jar

GRATED SEA GOLD

. CHEESE FOOD
What are these reckless union leaders
trying to do? They seek to cause thousands of their members to strike, and
throw hunilreds of thousands of other
employes on and off the railroads out of
employment, with loss of pay to them
...and their families, plus a severe blow to
industry and the citizens of the nation.

Cans

10e SALT

Dill.

PICKLESThis strike is one of the
silliest strikes in history!

LA

34L7,.., 1.00 ICED TEA
Soul. or

Hot.

Morton's }
f
ree Running or Iodized.
,
Box

Grapefruit.

JUICE
American

14-oz.

)13V -oz.

.

490 OLIVES

Every Nleal.

orange or

2

EMBASSY PLAIN.
No. 2

SAUCE
Kroger

CATSUP

jars

Union Leaders Defy Intent of Law
The union leaders helped write the
Railway Labor Act. Yet in an attempt
to jam through this scheme of pure

2

212-oz. 29° TOMATO

Windsor Club.

not because of hours. It's only for soft feather-

290

CAMPBELL'S JUICE.

PRESERVES

Still the leaders of the Railroad

citizen of the nation. It's not for more money. It's

Cans

SUGAR

Kroger Pure Grape.

This ridiculous strike is an affront to every

2No. 2

STANDARD.

FLOUR

Firemen's VISTR I
$1 IUnion say

for your independence; buy U. S. Savings
Bonds.

EACH

CAKE

President Roosevelt's Board said—

LESS

2 2i1:es 270 PEAS
49,
PEAS

Kroger Banana Layer.

100

EOR

KROGER NEV SUPER SOFT

BREAD
I

*

(These new low prices replace those as quoted
10) .
in- our
• ad on-page

ATICKEITO

101k% tARVIELD

*

lb.

7(

QT.

STRAWBERRIES
I1.

S No I

39'

Washed New Reds.

POTATOES

ile4t,
10 L
itili
r jfia
Kbraf
Stringless.

Ak
ing

290
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Foster and Lanetta awhile Thurs•
Duke.
'
L. L. White lost a fine cow last I day.
We sure are proud to hear Harwriting she Week from eating white clover. I
Tuesday. At this
old
Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
WESLEY NEWS
year.also
lost
two
but Rich Gardner
shows some improvement
i Cecil Taylor, received his licenscause.
Alzo
lings
from
the
same
Mrs. W.E. McMorries
condition.
continues in a serious
es Saturday to make a preacher.
Rev. McMinn preacne.a his last
Mr. and Mrs. Art Brawner of Hicks and son lost a fine cow We sure wish you luck, Harold.
morning service Sunday to a Kansas City was called here be- and twin calves.
Rct. Thomas L. Johnson of Fort
Mrs. W. L. Best and Mrs. Leon Knox, Ky. formerly of Cuba and
large audience. Next fourth Sun- cause of her mother's illness.
at
sick
very
Byrn
is
Mrs. Nora
day night will be his last seryice
Wright visited Mrs. Susan John- I his buddy, Rct. Charles Jett of
this writing.
before conference.
son and Mrs. Fanny Ward Thurs- Fort Knox,formerly of Columbus,
Brock
and
Fred
Mrs..
May
and
.Mr.
Next Sunday afternoon,
Ohio, visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack
day.
21 will be the annual decoration son of Clinton were Sunday and
Foster and Lanetta Saturday.
son
and
McMinn
Mrs.
parand
her
Rev.
guests
of
night
The
Sunday
-Cemetery.
in the Wesley
-day pass
of They are home on a 3
. cemetery has been mowed and ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Walker. were Sunday dinner guests
and will return to Fort Knox.
and
Beard
Wesley
Mrs.
attended
Mr.
and
here
from
Several
•
looks very nice.
Mrs. Pete Foster, Mr. and Mrs.
Last Monday evening Mrs. Lil- decoration at Rock Springs ceme- Hazel.
Mrs. Mary Fite of Clinton spent Marion Jones and Jimmy were.in
lie Bostick suffered a stroke. She tery Sunday afternoon.
Rev. Eldon Byrd of Benton, one the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Saturday shopping.
was taken to the Fulton Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Lowery
of our home boys, preached the Sol Hancock and boys arid atbaccaulaureate sermon at Ful- tended church at Wesley Sunday. visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive
Accurate. ..
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Kirbyand and children Sunday night awhile
gham High School Sunday night.
guests: and enjoyed a nice supper.
A large crowd from here attend- as their Sunday dinner
WORKMANSHIP
Mrs. Callie Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Dean Williams and
ed.
.... At Low Cost
Mr. and Mrs. RiChard Mobley S. J. Walker and son, Mrs. Met children visited Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Watches, Clocks a ad Time
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Kirby and Mrs. Loudean Mitch- Weems awhile Friday night.
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
Mrs. Russell Brockman and Mrs. ell in honor of S. J.'s birthday.
Repaired at Low Cost by—
Mrs. Jean O'Rear and son have Lahetta visited Mr. and Mrs. MarNora Byrns.
St. ion Jones and Jimmy awhile SunA Better Brush party was en- returned to their home in
ANDREWS
days visit day night.
afternoon Louis after several
last Thursday
joyed
Jewelry Company
Mr. and Mrs. Burnel Lowery is
the horn(' of Mrs. Leonard with her parents, Mr. anid Mrs.
painting some this week in their
Will Polsgrove.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright of house.
Murray were Saturday night
Mrs. Thomas Exum- has resupper guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
turned from Nashville where she
Leon Wright.
Little Cheryl Barclay, grand- has been the past week attending
uncle, C.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard the bedside of her
Duke, while playing with a lawn Jackson, who has been quite ill.
mower, Cut her hand
seriously Mr. Exum spent the weekend
TtLEPHONE
there and accompanied Mrs. Exlast week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. White and urn.home.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner left
Bettie had as their Sunday guests
FULTON'S NEWEST AND
to
Mr. and Mrs. HovZiard Hicks and Monday for a vacation trip
children, Mr. and Mrs. Ruffie Nashville and Eastern Kentucky.
FINEST AMBULANCE
Barber.!
White and Sue and Mrs. Frank
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hicks
and children and
Mr. and Mrs.
Adult Funerals from S99.50
Lyndle Hicks Were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Binford and girls.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster
Pillow,
I Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Howell,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Duke and
Set II. Forget it.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Lyndle
Maytag does all
Hicks were Sunday night supper
the work. See it
BE
guests of their parents, Mr. and i.e.
:Mrs. Claude Pillow.
NNETT ELECTRIC
I We, of this section are thrilled
217 Main
Fulton
over the prospects of getting our
road (the Fulton - Metropolis)
black topped. We have looked
forward to this so long.

Page

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

ram= $219.

fort Cmti fati

ROCK SPRINGS

It's Fume-Proof
New Sun-Proof House
Paintproduces film of unusual whiteness. Smoke
or gases will'not discolor

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints — Glass — Wall Pappers
210( HURCH

STREET

PHONE. 909

$739 size!
$239 sty:el
$239 features!

Nettie Lee Copelen
Mrs. Rachel Finch and daughter, Miss Ina Bellow, Mrs. Nina
Moore, Miss Marie Moore, Martha
Kay Copelen, Mrs. Elizabeth Elliott and Mrs. Willie Ruth MeClan
ahan were Wednesday visitors of
Mrs. 011ie Yates of near Pilot Oak
Mrs. Ruby Hardison and girls
spent Wednesday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. Bob .Veatch and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown
spent the weekend With Mr. and
Mrs. Arnie Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
children visited Marshal Moore
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Cooper
spent TI-drsday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. Herinnn Elliott.
Rev. Shaffer visited awhile Saturday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Hershel Elliott and Beverly.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott
and Shirley Conner spent awhile
Saturday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Bob,Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Prince,
Miss Gerthal Clapp and Wilson
Copelen were Sunday visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and family.
ROUTE THREE CHATS
(Too late for last week)
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jones and
Jimmy, Mr. and Mrs. Pete Foster,
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Foster and
Rodney visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack

SAVE ON PAINT
Elate Paint
and Enamel

4
CLOSE To A
+ Safety Tred

+ Fire- Stop
finishes

OUT
24-HOUR SERVICE
RADIO
REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

Special CAKES For
Special Events

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
1. Third Man them!

Admiral

tenaett :'Electric
—2STORES324 Walnut Street
21'; Main Street

t9

is
IDEA FOR
A NEW
PRESENT
"BABY

WHILE
LASTS
EASIEST!

FINEST!
THRIFTIEST!
WAY TO LOVELIEST ROOMS!
The new PYREX
NURSING BOTTLE SET
(WITH NIPPLES)
New end eipectont reollien will love this
comp/ete Nurser Set. .lint Itm right ewekwir of famous Pyres Hwang Scathe end
Faultless Nipples to propane a complete
cloy't le•chng at ens 60,3 IA C
poct.•dlogethe, in a Nwelifel
'Ed
pink and blue alit boa for *sly

MEI

PYREX SOITUES
IL-01.
INCLUDES SIXfAULTLESS
SIX
AND

mynas
IT

4. It isn't fair
UNDERWOOD'S your home
to vn, dependable bakery, iready at short notice to provide that special cake let that
ipecial occasion. Put in your
oder now for a wedding,
birthday or party cake ... .
ind we'll do the rest.

5. Bewitched
6. Sentimental Me
7. Deane

CLOSEOUT

8. Music, Music, Music
9. Hoop-Dee-Doo
10. Daddy's little girl

QUALITY
WINDOW SCREENING

4

$2.00
Gal.

RI

UNDERWOOD
BAKERY
207 Commercial
PHONE 126

!Tow! Save! Price Reduced on Lumite

Fulton

PLASTIC SCREENING:

anew

OVER 200 PATTERNS now in
stock, from which
to choose!

Generous trade-ins?
Easy terms!
Come in nowt

I Ut

3. My foolish heart

24-in. wide, Req. 24c linear foot: CLOSEOUT PRICE 12c foot
26-in. wide, Req. 26c linear foot: CLOSEOUT PRICE 13c foot
28c
28
14c
30c
30
15c
32c
32
16c
36c
18c
36
42c
21c
42
48c
24c
48

aime in today and select
one of our new wallpapers
to refreshen your living
room or any other room In
the house. Quality, wallpaper in designs you'll like.

New Full-length Cold! 4 full-width shelves with plenty of
room in between. Automatic interior light. Thirteen temperature settings. Streamlined, full-length Therma-Door
can't warp or buckle. New, balloon-type gasket prevents
cold "leaks." Quiet, Penny-Pincher Power Unit backed
by Admiral's 5-YAM Protection Plan.

.0

2. If I knew you vere
coming.

Give Your Home
Fresh Start for
Summer
'New Full-width Freezer! Holds 27 pounds of frozen food!
Freezes 14 ice cubes at once! Roomy freezer drawee for
storing extra frozen food or ice cubes.

ful
wht
wen
erie
did
or d
a gc
B'
ban(
lots

Including:
+ Interior
finishes

A
turl
Cla,
and
on
ble

QUALITY papers
to suit every taste;
PRICES to fit
every pocketbook

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints
Glass --- Wall Papers
-10 1 lii e( If `NTRI I 1
PHONE

909

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

I

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New location .... 217 East Fourth Street

School News
AC

Maurice B-raham;
Joel Golden
and
Dickie
Holloway; Jean
Crocker and Billy Gray; Nancy
Wilson and
Billy
Browning;
Glenn Ray Powell and Amelia
Parrish; Betty Buckingham and
Billy McCollum, Eddie Matlock
and Billy Westmoreland, Wendell
Norman and Patsy Merryman.
Ma be Betty Sue Johnson will
have decided which one is to be
her one and only. Perhaps Margaret Ferguson, Betty
June
Thomas and Beverly Slough will
be over baseball player fever by
then.
So long for now and here
is
hoping that we all shall be together again next year.

SENIOR NEWS
who were you with at the
Carmen Pigue
Prom? I believe you have kept a
AM caused quite a bit of dis- few secrets from us about your
turbance in third hour Home Ec.; love life.
Class Tuesday, It seems her capl MAB was walking on clouds
at
and gown looked rather peculiar the Pyom. Thf! only thing I can
on her. AM what was your trou- think of that made her that way
ble?
is that BW
was
home from
BW seemed to have
wonder- i Georgia Tech.
ful time at Shiloh National Park
BMJ just dosen't care about
when the American history class studying anymore. BM
could NS
went. But from what I hear she have anything to do with
this? cried most of her time there. BW
CRB finally brought his one
SOPHOMORE NEWS
did somebody hurt your feelings and only to let us see.
CRB yc,u
or did you just FEEL like having are doing OK.
Alma Ruth Phillips
a good cry?
FR still
Well, I guess this will be the
sings, "I've
Been
BY has already picked her hus- Working on the Railroad." The last
Sophomore news that you
band. The Senior class wishes you flame is as big as ever.
will read written by me, at least
lots of happiness.
PG is planning a big weekend. I hope so. By the time school
She is taking a trip to UK for starts again I hope all the
boys
two or three dances. She says she and girls I have been
writing
is going to visit her brother but about will be Juniors.
I imagine JA will take more of
One of our very good friends,
her time than her brother.
Jane White, will be leaving us
DT says her ambition is to live after this year. She is going
away
in Brooklyn. I
think EE, the to finish her last two years
in
shortstop for the Railroaders is high school. We have had
Friday - Saturday
lots of
behind all this.
fun together and we are very
sorMay 19-20
RH and TG are still as thick as ry that she can't remain here
to
ever. Wonder how long this will be with us when we finish.
DOUBLE HIT
last?
We have also enjoyed having
JF and AL are seeing quite a Mrs. Haws as
Cartoon- Comedy
our home room
bit of each other lately.
From teacher and hate very much to
what I hear JF has come out of part with
her but I am sure we
a lot of his bashfulness.
will love Mrs. Wayne and
Miss
Martin just as much and even
JUNIOR NEWS
if
we don't have Mrs. Haws
Betty Jean Gordon
again
we will never forget
how good
The biggest event of the year, she was
to us and the good times
as far as the Juniors are concern- we
had with her. The party
she
ed, is now over and the Juniors gave
P-L-U-S
us at Christmas and
the
are beginning to try and settle other
things she did for us.
down for the remair.7,g days of
BOB STEELE
I guess it would be nice
scheel.
for
you Id know who is going
with
We all enjoyed the
banquet whom when they leave
the
Sopand prom very much as the food homore Class.
was delicious and the music was
Patsy
Merryman and Wendell
just right.
We appreciate and
Norman are going very strongly.
wish to thank those
who have
Sun. - Mon. - Tues
Shirley
Mann has been
goine
helped us in anyway to give the
skating an awful lot and all we
May 21-22-23
, banquet and prom.
know
about him is that his name
Mr. Holland, from the suggesMCI NOW
Li
mir tit within re&
.tion of some of the studehts, de- is John. Marian Daws has been
seeing
a lot of Martin, Tenn., lattided to elect next year's class
Maurcal 'officers this year which was done ely. Jessie Harding still won't tell
us
who
her flame is. Jo Ann Latlast week. We elected the same
ones again
who, in case you ta and Jimmy Yates are now going steady. Julia
Holder
don't remember are:
can
Wendell
Norman, president, Barbara Rog- soon say, "I've got him hook,
line
and
sinker.
" Gladys Yates
ers, vice-president, Betty Gordon
hasn't had trouble keeping hers
Buckingham,
secretary
and
for
two
years.
treasurer and Tommy
Nall.
Louise
Hancock went to the
business manager. The cheerleaders were chosen by tryouts Prom with Godfrey Binford but
and Nancy Wilson was one cf the thats all I know about that. Ann
Linton has been seen with Bobby
five chosen fur next year.
Clifton lately.
A certain
boy
Most
ot ••,,
of us are looking forward from Murray
slu lit
,is keeping the road
mot, Pao,
thE .41f1
to next year with arixious hearts hot
coming to see Jane White.
because of the many events that Peggy
Cummings will be the onare in store for us and yet we all ly sad
Sophomore because
her
have
tinge
a
sadnes
of
s upon lover will finish this
Wed. - Thurs.
year. Mayrealizing that we shall be leav- be
it won't be so bad, Peggy.
May 24-25
ing our dear old Alma
Mater Martha Sue Smith seems
to be resoon. But we all know that next ceiving
letters all the time from
year, as this year has been, will New Jersey.
Margaret Rooney
be one of trials and triumphs that has only
one favorite passtime
we shall never erase from our and ethat
is going to see Johnny
memories.
play baseball.
There is a warm spot in our
Betty Jane Meacham did come
hearts for our class sponsorers, to school
very happy but since
Mrs. Wayne and Miss
Martin, Wendell Jones has gone
into the
who have shown us understand- navy she
isn't so happy. Nancy
ing and patience and believe me Breeden is
still waiting for that
they needed that patience.
Al- cute Senior boy and we
wish her
thought there were a few all the
luck in the
world.
times when we had to use
a Yvonne Fleming still won't
tell
soothing hand on them.
us the big
secret but we still
Before I close I would like to think he is in
S-0-0-N
school. Donna Pat
make
mention of the love life Bragg is seeing a
lot of Ray's and
side of our class. We wish luck I thing it is
"Lucky Loosers"
Keith Elkins. Rosato the steady couples over the lyn Bennett
and Jimmy Sisson
co-HIT
summer and hope they come back will never give
up we don't think
next year as much in love as they and we hope
they never do.
De uty Marshal
iv now.
I think I have told about
all of
Good luck, Rebecca Alexander the girls but I
left out some of the
boys because you know as
well
HAS IT
as I do that a boy can keep
a secret.
I certainly have enjoyed telling you the news of the Sophomore Class of 1950.

dent, Shirley Homra; secretary
and treasurer, Shirley Easley;
business manager, Jimmy Whitnel; public
relations
officers,
Frederica
Gibson and Charles
Sevier;
cheerleader,
Virginia
Forrest.
Well, I have found a new love
in our room. Could anyone tell
me who's
ring SS had on
at
school. Maybe 77_' from Cayce
could.
VM and CS have everything
patched up now and we hope
it
stays that way.
Is there some Fresnman
boy
who likes a girl but won't
tell
anyone. Come on, VO tell us.
Wonder why ELS is so happy.
Couldn't be over RP could it,
Emma?
Has VF

found a iiew

love.

Couldn't be JT could it, Virginia?
BJE seems to have a mischevMus gleam in her eyes. Why Be'•
tr
SL and sri; VM and CS; NS
and BMJ; SE and
BB; CS and
GL of Junior High are still on
our steady list.
The Fre.nman year has been
exciting because of all the new
things we learned and the new
events we attended. We have enjoyed having Mrs. Bush and Mrs.
Mobley for our sponsors. I will
se you next year bringing you the
happenings of the future Sophomore Cla..
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ia, Mrs. 0. G. Clark and daugh- 0. G. Clark
were: Mr. and Mrs.
ter, Mary, of Fulton spent Friday C. W.
Clark of California,
Mr.
with Mrs. 0:-'‘G. Clark's daugh- and Mrs.
Junior Cruce, Aline
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.1 Wilkerson,
Bobbie Sellars, Mr. 0.
Junior Cruce of Fulton.
G. Clark and son, Wayne of FulSunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. ton.
Les Cruce were:
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
Buster
Thompson, Mrs.
Will
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis visited Joyce, Jimmie and Richard Stehl Sunday night.
Holley, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
W.
Hutchison, Bilie and Gene, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Underwood
and Mrs. Hugh D. Adkins,
left Sunday for Chicago to ,:ee
Mrs. 0. E. Myers and Edward, their son and daughter-in-kw.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mvel's and Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Stehl.
daughter, Ruth Ann, spent SunMr. and Mrs. Thermon Syndier
day at Reelfoot Lake.
are the proud parents of a I oy
FULTON ROUTE 4
Mr. and Mrs. 1-fugn Adkins and born May 8 at the Martin Hos, tfamily have moved to their new al.
Joyce Cruce
home in Union City.
Mrs. Charlie Clark of CalifornSunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.

FULTON
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OHARA I
mic4mid
CAREY.
COMANCHE
TERRIT
ORY
Tromcolot.

Now under the personal Supervision of JACK
RICE

,former

ly of Pine Bluff, Arkansas and Jackson,
Tennessee.

4-'Kitchen now under the personal Super
vision of Chef JACK
LYTLE, associated with Mr. Rice at Pine
Bluff, and with 15
years' experience preparing tasty foods.

4

+ New Restaurant hours, daily 6 A. M.-1
1 P. M.

WICOINGP1-101T

"Slage..
t
frig'h'

+ CLOSED THURSDAY AFTERNOONS
at 2 P. M. for the
rest of the day,(May- September).

CLOSED MONDAY EVE. MAY 22
AT 6: p.m.
to accommodate the Chamber of Commerce
banquet
in our main dining room.

diriM••••11b,

Q.kar

No.1 CASUAL!

FRESHMAN NEWS
Shirley Easley
These last few weeks have been
very new to the Freshman class.
Many of them
attended their
first Junior and
Senior Prom
where they all had a grand time.
We wish to thank the Juniors
and Seniors who invited us.
We elected our next year class
officers who are as follows: president, Nancy Stovall; vice-presi-

RESTAURANT

DONY:IC: CHECKERBOARD CHUCKLES • From Your Purina Dealer
112NNI
EFFIE IS DEVELOPING
''N_N_TO QUITE A PULL_E2

01-LEATHER!

SEEMS ONLY YESTERDAY ),
THAT YOU WERE JUST A
FUZZY CHICK. I WONDER.

YESSI

Aim for Profitable Early Eggs
Pullets that get into heavy production during the early fall and win- ter months are the most profitable.
Purina Growena, complete. . ar
Growing Chow to balance grola
develop pullets big and fast.,

LAYING
ALREADY

$595

tool WHITE!
GROWENA
HELPED ME,
BIG 80Y!

A darling for comfort...in town Or on vocation Our 10clip sabot strap wedgie ...While to go with everything._
all.Lealher for longer weor ...yours in AAA to B, 410 10.
AS SEEN IN SEVENTEEN
4.16
"tots4
Good Noceshoopireg
1•0

*P
SEE OUR WINDOWS

We Have All Varieties of Soy Beans Common To This Are
a
Funk's G---Pfister---U. S.13 Hybrid Seed Corn

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
Mir

••••••••••

Custom Seed Cleaning
409 College Street

Custom

GrlfldmL2, ; 1 11( 1

Phone 620

1\/1 1 \ 1 1‘!

S
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195°1 Kitchen "Tools" Just as Imporhnt
To Wife as Equipment Is to Farmer

Patricia Latane

Simplicity is the keynote of ail
By IRA MILLER
modern electric cooking. At the hip,
Farm Electrification Bureau
of a switch the farm wife can plac•
st of the News, will
Just as the farm work shop is the much of her cooking responsibilit
(Ed's note: This well-known columniand
to
operupon her equipment. The homemake•
farm
for
wit&
ters"
may
all
headquar
"general
be found as regularly as space permits,
ations, so the kitchen is the "nerve also has been relieved of many of the
answer letters except titough
her who desire. She does NOT
Each
mechanics of everyday cook.
routine
center" for household activities
er; Address Patricia Latane, c-o
the columns of this newspap
must be planned and equipped for top ing because electric ranges now are
y.)
Kentuck
Fulton,
News,
The
efficiency and convenience. Neither automatic instruments of precision. A
the farmer nor his wife want to be variety of cooking heats is provided
not
is
with cares for her, but he
cooped up in their respective "castles" by each surface unit. Since heat is
Dear Patricia Latane:
my in love with her.
I am writing in regards to
She might marry yuu if you go
me
tell
‘
Please
lost.
I
that
billfold
enough.
by
and
this
when and where I lost
contained. T
, about how much it
can Dear Patricia:
sure would like to know if I
W. P.
find it.
I have been reading your let//ear W. P.:
and have confidence in your
ters
of
out
stolen
was
Your bill fold
friend,
.
d
answers
so-calle
your purse by a
steers
wasn't much, I had two white-faced
the money in it
with horns weighing about 500
but it was a fortune to you.
pounds each to disappear from
•
farm about a month ago.
my
Dear Miss Latane:
my Would you advise me to still look
Will you please answer
about them?
letter. I am writing to you about for them or forget
Yours truly,
a girl I love very much. Is this
E. A. L.
girl happy? Is she living a decent
life or is she trying to fool me? Dear E. A. L.:
you to look
Will she ever get married If so, • I would advise
aren't very
when? Has she met the man yet? around because they
You have
Will she remain where she is far from your farm.
since
now till she gets married, if she been very close to them
they disappeared.
does.
Mona gets a break when she cooks the modern way.
Please answer this the best
you can for I am worried about Dea&Patricia:
their appointed tasks, transferred directly from such units
doing
day
all
I
s
question
few
pore are a
her. Does the one she corres•
And they don't need to be if they use directly to the bottom of the cooking
you.
wnuld like to ask
the electrical "tools" available to help utensils—and because ovens are fully
-pond with care for her?
T. them do their chores fast, economi- insulated on the top, bottom and all
Booker
G. M. Wilt -I win the
or
$4,000
eally, easily and satisfactorily,
of
four sides—very little heat escapes
Washington contest
Dear G. M.:
It matters little whether it's cooking
. Yes she is happy and she is will I win the Booker T. Wash- meals or repairing a broken drawbar into the kitchen. This gives the farm
relief on hot, summer
living a decent life. Yes she will ington contest of $300. Will I on the tractor. Both can be done elec- wife welcome
days.
marry in the next 20 months. Yes graduate from the eighth grade trically today. The first with an elecElectric range ovens are equipped
tric range; the second with a transshe knows the boy she will mar- this year.
with thermostatic controls which auWill my father have to take the former-type electric arc welder,
ry. Yes, she. will remain where
ly keep the heat at desired
tomatical
elecMother's initial glimpse of an
she is until the time of her mar- other farm baek? When will the tric range was in 1910 when the first points during baking or roasting pepay
place
our
bought
that
man
opporriage. The boy she corresponds
commercial models wete placed on nods. Deep well cookers offerenjoy
a
the market. This innovation involved tunities for the farm wife to
the installation of electric surface wide variety of cooking operations.
be
may
units in the chassis of a gaselin..: stove. With electric ranges, foods
Developments in these first crude cooked in their own natural juices or
models came quickly until today's in a minimum amount of water—thus
gleaming, white electric ranges are as preserving maximum nutritive values
diffei ent from the early experimental in food and conserving vitamins and
minerals otherwise lost.
units as day is from ffight.

ICED

West State Line
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
There was a good number attended both services - Saturday
evening and Sunday afternoon at
C. P.
the State Line Mission.
Bruce was in charge on SaturRev. Earl Baird
day evening.
brought a fine Mothers Day message on Sunday afternoon.
spent the day
Dicky Collier
with Dan Weatherspoon Sunday
after Sunday School.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs..
of
Charlie Phillips and sons
Fulton„
Mrs:. 3:- C. Olive spent Monday
in Fulton with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
Edna spent awhile Friday evening with Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Dublin and son.
Mrs. J. C. Olive 'spent Wednesday of last week in Mayfield.
The small son of Mr. and Mrs
Thomas Bruce hag been right sick
and was in the hospital for several days last week.
Mrs. C. J. Bowers spent Thursday of this past week with her
daughter, Mrs. Hillman Collier.

WINES

''WHISKEY

GIN

RUM
LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

favorable day but that was God's
buying a load of cattle.
business. My paitor's subject was
on
Murchis
J.
D.
Mr. and Mrs.
"A Mother Cares for her Child."
attended ckurcti at Crutchfield He sure preached a Mothers Day
Sunday. •
sermon.
The Sunday guests of Mr. and
The Lord sent us another rain
Mrs. 0. D. Cook were: Mr. and and it was in its place. My mind
Mrs. Joseph Cook of Cuba, Mr. is not so much this morning. My
and Mrs. Joe Sellars and boys of friend went off to work so he
Water Valley, Mr. and Mrs. 0. say but he never told me a thing
D. Cook of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. about he was going before he left
Vaughan and children
Alfred
and that worries me some but all
came during the afternoon.
that is life. Men Won't do to de-

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

us the money.
— Love,
S. J.
Dear S. J.•
win
but if you
I am sorry
it will be the $300 contest but
like
hate to say it but don't feel
you will win either. Yes you will
graduate from the 8th this year.
Yes, your father will have to
take the other farm back, the
money will be paid a little at the
time.

pend on but we can't do withskut
'
them bless their hearts.
I am chopping cotton now and
if it don't rain I'll get through
Hope Mrs. Johanna
Thursday.
and family are doing fine.
Oh, let me tell you what happen to me last Saturday.
My
sister of Chicago come to see me

AUTHORIZED DEALERS:

CROP
SPRAYER

ARIS IAN
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
WINTER'S ON
THE WAY OUT!
Before storing your winter clothes, let u4 clean them thoroughly,
put them in dust-proof, mothproof bags. They'll be clean and
fresh for next season's wearing.

PHONE 14
FOR PICK UP

New-

ALL-PURPOSE SPRAYER

WITH SELECTIVE
HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE - GALLONAGE - SPEED

Mis.sissippi Plantation Life:

The Writings Of'
Mettle Dear
In my distress I cried unto the
Lord and He hearci me. My health
is fine. We sure had good service
Sunday at my church. A very un-

Monday
Gale Bushart spent
afternoon-playing with Anthony
Kelton at Mrs. Calvin Webb's.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Gibson of
weekend
Cairo, Ill., spent the
with Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mount.

RADIO

ENON NEWS

Repairing

Mrs. Alfred Vaughan
Duke
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
your "FM--set isn't work
and Bobbie, Mrs. Maragaret Jeffng right, I can fix it for you
Sunday now.
eres and Carold spent
with Mrs. Fannie Shelton.
• •• •
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Wilkerson
i PILOT OAK NEWS and
Jimmie and Mr. and Mrs. I have a complete line of batGet
A surprise birthday dinner was Morris Gardher spent a few days teries for portable sets. that
in time for
enjoyed at the home of Mr. and of last week in Chicago with Mr. your new onespicnic
,chall
ba,
Gilsson on Mrs. and Mrs. James Wilkerson and fishing trip, weekend trip.
Mrs. Burnice
broadcast or
Glisson's forty seventh birthday son and Mr. and Mrs. N. L. WilkMr.
erson..
15th;
May
g,
by the followin
FREE pick-up and delivers
The Sunday dinner guests of
and Mrs. Lloyd Roberts, Mr. and
n
e in the immediate
and
Vaugha
Anywher
Felix
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Webb,
Mrs. Calvin
B.
H.
Mrs.
and
vicinity.
Mr.
were:
Fulton
girls
Cleave
Mrs.
and
Mr:
Will Buck,
Mrs.
Work. Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie B. Stewart, Jerry and Larry,
Carr, Mr and Mrs. Deward Wil- Lalor Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs. Al, Dewani
son, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mitchell, fred Vaughan, Delores
Mrs. Linda Moore and Ronnie and Garry.
Mrs. Nina Murchison spent
Mr. and Mrs. Orby Bushart, Mr.
and
and Mrs. Walter Webb, Mr. and ;unday with her sister, Mr.
They atMrs. Eli Glisson, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Ronald Elliott.
and atChester Owen and daughters, Mr. tended church in Fulton
rthridce
Rock
at
"1, t.
McClain and tended' decoration
and Mrs. Homer
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Springs during the day.
children,
Woodrow Shelton is spending
Glisson and children, Mr. and
a few days in Wisconsin. He is
Mrs. Fred Cashon and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Hub Cope and chilMrs. Clarence
dren, Mr. and
Finch and Jerry, Mr. and Mrs.
Elwood Kelton and Lanna, Mr.
and Mrs. Lois Kelton and Anthony Dale, Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Bushart and children, Rev. and
Mrs. G. C. Willis, Mr. and Mrs.
Now Brings Your Home
.Verdell Glisson and daughters,
Mrs. Iva Pickens, Mrs. Ellon
Newton, Comedow Webb, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Work, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Neely, Euline French,
Lindell
and
Shirley Coeborn
Ward Bushart.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lynch of
visiting parDetroit are home
Mrs. Ephrome
ents, Mr. and
Neely.
Travis
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Melton visited
and Mrs. Matt
relatives near Dukedom Sunday
afternoon.
Lanna and Anthony Kelton are
spending this week with their
grandmother, Mrs. Calvin Webb.

Call 75
*eather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL to
"75" brings our
-good foods to your
door! We -give
prompt delivery,
choice, groceries
and meats,

SAWYER'S MARKET
234 EAST FOURTH STREET

IT WILL

NOT DRIP

THE AMAZING
SPECIALLY DESIGNED

KILL

ARMY WORMS
THE ECONOMICAL WAY
Kno a' your cost per acre. Compare these prices to any

SUPER TOXAPHENE 61:r
6-lbs. per gallon
USE ONLY 1,2 PINTS PER ACRE
GETS KILL ON SI:, ACRES FOR S4.00
YOUR COST PER ACRE 77c
—Or Use—

DANE
,..
SUPER -HLOR
4-lbs. per gallon
USE FOR LONGER RESIDUAL EFFECT
('SE ONLY ONE PINT PER ACRE
GETS KILL ON 8 ACRES FOR 56.65
YOUR COST PER ACRE 83c

'

„ Particidar Peopla
N) I)refer

and I was so glad Is see her. Stis
hadn't been to my house since
1942. Mr. P. W. Smith is yet up
feeling very well so he say. Mrs.
Smith is fine. Oh, well I don't
know how long my sister are going to stay with me she won't
say. But I think I will go back
with her and try the north awhile.
But let me say this; earnest
prayers is badly kneaded and doing the right thing. This world is
in a bad condition so it is fine to
pray for peace.
Subject: Education:
Do not think of'education,
As the maker of, a man;
If through life you be successful,
You must have in mind some
plan.

EDW. J. FUNK & SONS
FUNK'S SUPER FARM SERVICE
Kentland, Indiana

"HAM'S" See Us Before You Buy
CM CENTER

Exchanie Furn.Co
NEW LONG - LIFE
BEAUTY AND
PROTECTION

OUR PRICE IS RIGHT

FERTILIZER
CORN - BEANS - GRASSES CHEMICALS FOR SPRAYING
Arksoys, Black Tarheel
SOYBEANS: McCoupin, S-100, Ogden,
and Virginia Browns.
Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's G
HYBRID SEED CORN:Broadbe
nt hybrids.
and
FERTILIZER SPREADER is the
THE EZEE-FLOW LIME &is GUARANTEED to spread ANY
It
seen.
have
best we ever
condition. Phone 651 for A FREE
kind, ANY amount, in ANY
NOW!
DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR FARM,
Authorized dealers for

We Sell

SURGE MILKERS

Installed and in operation
in three hours.

TS
HANNA'S PAINand
See us for your farm
home needs. Good stocks.

All Kinds Of
S
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEED
including

SEMI - SOLID "E"
Emulsion for chickens
KAFF-A

For starting and growing calves
SEMI - SOLID EMULSION
For growing and finishing pigs

get all 3 with MONARCH

HOUSE PAINT
at
rtin-Senour's new, improved MONARCH Underco
more lasting
and' House Paint brings brighter, fresher,
protection against
beauty to your house ... plus sturdy
r and tou*her
the weather. This wonder paint is smoothe
ordinary house paints,
than ever ... stays cleaner than
and then the beautiful
tool First the Monarch Undercoat
finish your house
-Finish coat give the handsome, durable
now about MONdeserves ... for years to come! Ask
and protect your
,ARCH HOUSE PAINT to brighten
home in the color of your choice-".

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton

NG
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXI
molasses.
We can sweeten it with

CE

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIEN

Wire, Wire
We have a good supply of Barb
e - RutlSquar
and
ng
Roofi
Metal
Fencing,
es.
Shingl
and Hexagon Asphalt

TTS & SONS
A. C. BU
ies --- Feeds --- Seeds
Grocer
Phones 602 -- 603

!. She
since
et up
Mrs.
don't
1e gowon't
back
th a-

arnest
id dorid is
Me to

essful.
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This is they way to keep 'em

Down On The Farm
Homemaker and Farm News

CHECK TWICE FOR
BRUCELLOSIS TEST
A cow newly inrectecl
with
brucellosis may get through her
first blood test
without
being
spotted, but later tests will nearly always reveal the had news.

USED PARTS
USED CARS
General Motor and
Body Repair Work

WILSON'S GARAGE
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
PHONES: 1655, 15.28

EE\

This is pointed out in a report
just issued by research veterinarians--emphasizing the need for
double-checking, by means of a
second or even a third blood test,
whenever the first test gives no
evidence of brucellosis.
These investigators told of extensive studies made on firstcalf heifers which were infected
but which did not show it on the
initial blood test.
Their report, made public by
the American Veterinary Medical Association, said it sometimes
took as long as 251 days after
heifers were exposed to brucellosis for the infection to show up
in the blood. In other words, it
was over 8 months in
certain
cases before the disease could be
detected by
means of a blood
test. And, in the meantime, some
of the heifers aborted their calves
due to this infection.
It was stressed that the long
time it may take for the disease
to "incubate" in an animal's body
is the strongest argument against
relying on a single test to detect
brucellosis.
The veterinarians held up
these findings as a warning to
cattle purchasers not to be mis-

METAL
• Custom made t oyour size
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
• For any home or business
instafiation; w I n d,o x s
doors, porches, etc.
• ANY COLOR desired.

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALL MAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

led inte buying animals with an
unknown history simply because they peas the first boold
test with flying colors.
They added that heifers and
cows which become infected at
mating time or very early in their
period will take the
gestation
longest — usually several months
—to develop blood changes that
In
can be detected by testing.
contrast, those exposed late in
the gestation period may develop
clear-cut cases of brucellosis in
less than a month.

FARM
NEWS DIGEST
by
J. Dan Baldwin
A severe attack of mastitis can
cause a cow to become a "hard
milker."
Vitamin A deficiency may lead
to breedins failure and abortion
in farm animals.
Horses should be vaccinated
against sleeping sickness before
warm weather starts.

Is open to all purebred Duroc litters sired by a registered Duroc
boar and farrowed between Jan.
1st and April 30th inclusive. Valuable cash prizes are awarded
for national and state winners.

ference the ).'ay was cleared for i Friday, May 19, 1950 — The
Fulton Ne-Ws— Pag
a significant shift in agricultural
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McDaniel
program strategy. The
House and exposed birds have slaughSunday its
Agricultural Committee plans to tered and the premises disinfect- and children spent
Metropo'is, Ill., with relatives.
start open hearings soon to get ed.
all
ideas from
farm program
%.roups. The Grange and NationProducers Federation
al Milk
have advanced specific proposals
which would be largely self-supporting. It is not probable, howlegislation
ever, that new farm
Bloating rnay ,,occur in cattle will be adopted this session.
year,
the
of
time
and sheep at any
but the danger is greatest early THREAT TO POULTRY
in the spring pasture season. The AVERTED
condition results from excessive
A serious threat to the U. S.
accumulation of gas in the rumen coupled with failure of the Poultry Industry has beep avertanimal to belch. Most cases fol- ed by prompt action by Federal
low heavy grazing on legumes, and State authorities. Recently
the reason being that legumes are an air shipment of game birds
soft and do not stimulate belch- from Hong Kong, China, consigning as grasses and other fibrous ed to California arrived here with
feeds do. Keeping animals off le- a portion of the shipment dead
disease.
gume pastures until these crops with Asiatic Newcastle
have reached the bloom stage is The disease is more serious than
the
type.
infected
European
All
one way to prevent bloat.
If this is not practical the next
best thing is to give a substantial
DEALERS in FULTON, CAYCE, HICKMAN AND
RIVES, TENN. (PHONE 24111
feeding of good grass hay prior
—OR BUY DIRECT FROM—
to turning them out and to keep
—See—
some extra hay befor ethem on
.
-i
93y
1(
e10
plhtoOnn
Fu,
ad)
,
e R10
mtira
fmniU
"
the pasture.
T. H. "Tom" Cowden

CATTLE BLOAT
IS DANGER NOW

When an animal breathes fast,
grinds its steeth, and groans, poisoning should be suspected.

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

CORN VitiA4

$

Per
Bushel

FHA LOANS

Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn

Due to the fact that the carpenters will be
working THURSDAY AFTERNOONS,
we shall remain open on THURSDAY
AFTERNOONS.

Ly

We Close Saturday Afternoons the 'fear Round

1

ZER

LUMBER COMPANY
_EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING
WALNUT ST PHONE 96 FULTON s

Charles E. Wright

EARLY CUTTING OF
RED CLOVER BEST

Red clover should be cut when
Internal parasites. are a comgrowth, a third to a half in bloom to make
mon cause of stunted
according to Dr. E.
dry skin, and shaggy hair in pigs. the best hay,
N. Fergus of the Experiment StaKentucky.
Repeated *ashing of wounds ( tion, University of
clover does not
In case red
on animals is not necessary or
weevils destroying
advisable as water and dampness bloom, due to
the_buds, farmers are advised to
retard healing.
watch carefully for a few flowthen cut 10 to 20 days
When respiratory diseases strike ers, and
a after the first bloom is seen.
each new crop of calves on
Dr. Fergus gave three reasons
farm, the trouble usually can be
early cutting of red clover:
traced to poor, feeding practices for
of hay is as high Or even
or badly contaminated quarters. the yield
higher than at any other time, the
content of the hay is
Veterinarians say that the habit protein
higher, and finally the best seed
of wind-sucking in aalves can
hay
following a
sometimes be corrected by filling crop develops
finely crop cut at the proper time.
mouth with
the calf's
Tests at the Experiment Staground grain as soon as it finishtion showed that seed yields foles drinking.
lowing a hay crop cut at the right
about twice as large as
Hog producers who have never time were
cut too
erysipelas on their when the hay crop was
had swine
too late. The first red
farms can do much to keep it out soon or
hay and the secof growing their own breeding clover crop is for
can be used for seed
gilts and by obtaining boars only ond crop
from herds known to be free of production.
this disease.

Notice!

00

FARM PROGRAMS
TO BE AIRED
Cattle deaths from the effects
In a recent White House conoccur, but
iof lice occasionally
imore often losses due to these
parasites are shown in the failure of calves to grow at a normal
rate and of cows to produce maximum amounts of milk and beef.

t .1
GooD ComPANitotit
There's harmony in Bond & Lillard, too!
This fine Kentucky whiskey has been a
companionable favorite E.:.ce 1869.

Masa

When ordering
a drink...
or a bottle...
always ask for
BOND 11111111

•0""

KENTUCKY WHISKEY—A BLEND
SPIRITS
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N.Y.•65% GRAIN NEUTRAL

Only a

LOCAL BREEDER
ENTERS NINE PIGS
C. P. Freeman, of Fulton, has
entered a litter of 9
purebred
Duroc pigs in the National Duroc
Ton Litter Contest, according to
word received from B. R. Evans,
Secretary of the United Duroc
Record Association, Peoria, Ill.
To qualify as an official ton litter of the Duroc breed, the litter
must
reach a weight of 2,000
pounds or more at 180 days of age
and requires certification by an
official witness at both the time
of farrow and when the litter is
weighed at 180 days. The contest

g
advanta es
gives you all these
oil-.
You can turn it on a dime
... and save plenty of time, too.

You can load it to the sky
... and cash in on

moo
Ina

Back it up, turn it around, park it
—you'll find shorter turns a cinch
with a Dodge 'job-Rated" truck.

b-i-g-g-e-r
payloads. Whatever your loads,
whatever your roads, you can
haul a whale of a lot more in a
Dodge 'job-Rated" truck.

r

trheel
k's G

Is the
ANY
FREE

or

ITS
and
wits.

1/1

I
beck
goo)
call
1

You can run it for a son?
;. and

have power to spare. You'll breeze
right by the gas pumps...thanks to an engine r
that's 'job-Rated" for on-the-job thrift with
power plua.

go o

You can use it for an easy chair
... and be master of all you survey. It's
"job-Rated" so you look through the
biggest windshield and relax on the widest
mat of any popular truck.

someone else Is waiting
to use the party line"
An occasional pause between
calls is the kind of "break" your
party line neighbors will

You can count on it for keeps
... and get real dependability. Because
practically every nut and bolt is 'jobRated" to fit your job, your Dodge
truck won't let you down.

reward — by showing you equal
consideration. Besides, it
frees your line for incoming cans
that you might otherwise miss I

Wire
Butt

\TS

4 Easy Steps to

everytiliaab.o_dtry
et
fo glite‘406-

• Give others a ance.
• Release line hemergencieL
• Give called part time to answer.
• Answer your own telephone promptly..

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE

(*Come in loday!

arty Line Harmony

Now!.FLUID DRIVE!
Available only on Dodge
"Job-Rated" Trucks
-ton
and 1-too
ton,
models). Ask us for inter.
eating Fluid Drive booklet.

illaitauteAlvakillIEGETRUCKSwteprutamitittlitt.:11,- ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

209-211 Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.

Telephone 622
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'COMPLETE GLASS SERVICE:
table tops, windows, structural,
plate, glass shelves. Auto glass
installed while you wait. SatisBUY—SELL—LIRE—RENT
guaranteed. Fulton
faction
Paint & Glass Co.; 210 Church
classified
economical
with an
Street, phone 909.
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton FOR SALE: nabinet-type kitchen
trade area. No other method
faucet,
with
sink complete
reaches so many for so little.
bowl and white-enameled Lase
word
per
3c
Insertion
First
Metal cabinet. This unit is in
(minimum, 50c)
good working condition ard has
Each Succeeding Insertion I
Bargain for F50,
good care.
per word.
cash. For inspection call 470
or 1255.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at-our office; DOGS, YES DOGS; inoculated
against rabiei. Call Dr. Cherry
or mail it in with the money.
at Evans Drug Store; leave
All classified ads are cash in
your number.
advance.

CLASSIFIED ADS

SPRING
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps in- is here. Now is the time to have
restalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304 your old harness and collars
.
Paschall Street. Martin High- aired.
A. J. WRIGHT,
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
the harness man,
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONO- located in the Kentucky Hardware building. 318 Walnut,
GRAPH. RECORDS: Latest
Fulton.
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
playing. Sport Center. 324 Wal- Political.Announcements
nut, Fulton, Ky.
The News is authorized to anMAYTAG WASHERS, standard nounce the candidacy of the foland automatic models, $124.95 lowing, subject to the action of
and up. Sales and service. the Tennessee Democratic PriBennett Electric, Phone 201, mary to be held on Thursday;
Fulton, Ky.
August 3, 1950:
Spinet, For U. S.
PIANOS, brand- new
Representative
any finish, $465.00; these are (Ninth Congressional District)
full
with
regular $600, pianos
used Robert A.(Fats) Everett
keyboards. Guaranteed
pianos, $95.00 up. Free delivEdwards, on 6th
ery. Harry
DR. I. W. TOSH
Street (in front of the Courthouse), Paducah, Ky.

Eyesight Specialist

his home in Paris, Tenn.,
said Farm Agent Warren Thomp- day at
er layover there for passengers Fulton Co-op Holds
consisting primarily after an illness of three weeks.
Pastures
son.
or
going to Chicago on No. 4
Lamb.Pool Itesday
and He is a former Tennessee State
of Ladino clover, fescue
Jeweler
Florida on No. 9 or to Memphis
known in
Senator and is well
excellent
The Fulton County Co-opera- orchard grass produced
and New Orleans
Polled Fulton.
Watch and clock repairing
nera of
No. tive held its second lamb
pool grazing foi a
The proposed change in
'Prompt service
Windsor
His brother, Gatlin
102's schedule to an early morning rTue3clay, May 16 at the
Davis Shorthorn cattle.
All work guaranteed
would
departure iron, Fulton
lives on College Street in Fulton.
Four
Fulton.
in
Yards
Stock
Phone 455
mean orgy a short layover there
He leaves two brothers and a
were
forty-nine
hundred and
113 Washington Street
for passengers arriving from Chisister.
The
farmers.
local
office
by
consigned
telephone
the
from
Across
C.
cago and St. Louis. An I.
He was a'former teacher #nd
lambs were purchased by Davis
train leaves Chicago at 6:30 p.
several_Fultonians went to school
bringing
group
top
the
with
Bros.
cars
are
Our used cars
m. and arrives at Fulton at 5:15
to him.
per cwt.
St. $30.00
a. m. An I. C. train leaves
you will be proud
G. H. WINDSOR
Phone 470 for Job Printink.
Louis at 11 p. m. and arrives at
G. H. Windsor, 59, died Saturto own
Fulton at 4:30 a. m. Passengers Co-op To Receive Wool
on both trains would have time In Fulton on May 23rd
to eat breakfast at Fulton beTAYLORS
Homer Weatherspoon, secrefore boarding 102 for departure
Used Car Lot
tary of the Fulton Co-operative
at 6:15 a. m.
Kentucky
Mr. Williams said such a ached- announces that the
Phone 183 uft for 102 would
Association will
considerably Wool Growers
109 Church
improve Chicago-St. Loius mail receive wool at Browder's WareFulton, Ky.
house Tuesday, May 23 between
service into western Kentucky.
8:00 p. m. and 1200 p. m. FarmFOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
ers will be paid 35e per pound _at
and polisher. Fulton Paint 8z St. Edwards School
the time of delivery with a final ,
Glass Company, 210 Church
6'
payment to be made about
Presents Good Play
Street, Phone 909.
months later.
St.
children
of
Edwards
The
SATURDAY SPECIAL: White
school presented a play.
Other models from
kitchen stool, only 99c. Fourth Catholic
night Harry Lee Waterfield
"The
Monday
Rehearsal"
Street Furniture Store, 225
at 7:30 at the school. The cast Gets Good Farm Crops
East 4th Street, Fulton.
included all of the children of
Harry Lee Waterfield of the
the school.
The - featured numbers of the Clinton community in Hickman
Veterinary Service
play wal the sorit and dance of county in 2 1-4 years has changed
Butter Conditioner in door
.counties, the "Mollys" wearing Cinderella a 390-acre farm from brown to '
for Fulton and adjacent
Eli
year,
months
the
green
of
12
for
pink
of
and
and
black
dresses
at Evans Drug Company, phone
Stores 24 lbs. of frozen food!
pink ruffled bonnets. The eight95.
handed !reel dance brought a big •
14 sq. ft. of stainless-steel shelves!
applause as well as the cocoanut
Dr. E. B. Cherry,
-q411111
hours cooneflressed in long frock coats •
Registered Veterinarian;
Spacious Hi-Humidity Drawer;
9:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m., or by ap- and fop -hats singing "A Lovely'
Bunch
of
and
Cocoanuts"
pointment.
"Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy."
Colgloss outside, porcelain inside;
MODEL MI I
They almost stole the show.
FOR SALE: One model B John
Another - enjoyable
featurt
Deere tractor with equipment.
were the songs "When
Irish
Joe B. Wall, Cayce, Ky.
Eyes are Smiling" and "Mother
Myatt Johnson
PEONIES for Decoration Day. McCree" sung by.. Jack Johnson!
Coffman and Joe O'Conner of Hickman.
Come to the Elwyn
FISH MARKET
—2 STORESThe grand finale was the whole ;
farm on East State Line. Tele324 Walnut Street
TELEPHONE 839
217 Main Street
cast singing "Dear Hearts and
phone Dukedom Exchange.
Gentle People."
LOOK TO HOTPOINT FOR THE FINEST—FIRST

Billy C. Fry

Sensational New Low Price! Genuine 1950

8 Cubic-Foot
Refrigerator
279"

$18975

FISH

E

I C. CHANGES
101 SCHEDULE

FRESH DAILY

Bennett Electric

<
Genuine MaItin-Senour.
NEW BENDIX

MONARCH
bit if vomits&

Indi
know]
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erator
At an
(anott
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smell(
Just a
(Scrui
viewir
averts
dug u
THE
ROSE
GIVE1
GIFT

New Bendix Dialamatie
washes, rinses, dampdrys—lust set the dial
• .114.s never touch water.
• Iln lertow washing—Floataway
tuwav draining! Damp-drying!
• Agitator washing ;n the amazing
Itiondertub.
..ro No wunges, no spinner, no vibration
—and no bc4ting down!
• Fits anywhere is Home, duplex or
aplatMellt
•Low.down payment—easy terms!
• wesatterre• guaranteed tor 5 years in
writ!rr-

9" gill/It:WA& 4,6 ASNCA

SE.: ME NEW BENDIX
AMATIC-10DAY!
BE.. NETT ELECTRIC
-217 Main St,

Phone 201

••••1

SINGLE
STUDIO COUCH
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$6995
Here's a smart inexpensive
space-saver. Exciting twocombination.
color
tone
Makes a deliciously comfortable bed.

White
House Paint

•

Tiu
Boma
made
mary
tho

WESTMINS_TER
LOUNGE

MARTIN
SENOUR
MONARCH
•4444-seP •
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$9950
Newest shades, tufted back,
moss edge trim—a beautiful
Simmons Lounge at a very
low price . . . and it's
bed when you need it.

ANY PAINTER

will tell
you this is news_ big news!
The very finest, top-quality
house paint money can buy
—now yours at rock-bottom
prices,for alimited timeonly.
Whenever you intend to
paint your home,this season
or next, take advantage stow
of this sensational house
paint bargain!

•
Martin-Senour's "Monarch" Outside W.ite House
Paint and Monarch Undercoat are the quality standards
ofthe industry—unsurpassed
for lasting beauty and protection—unmatched for coverage, workability and
"hide." Don't miss this limited offer! Save on your purchase Now!

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton
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WASHER
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DEATHS

POULTRY AND HOG RAISERS:
Fulton
Now is the time for Chick-tone. 206 Main St.
(Across from Bennett
increase your
Guaranteed to
Drug Store)
egg production. Best for baby
chicks too, for worms, white
diarrhea, also pig and hogtone
Used Spinets
the worm treatment that never
LIKE NEW
fails. Water Valley Milling Co.,
Steinway, Knabe, Story &
Illinois Central passenger Train
Water Valley, Ky., and Neal
Clark, Lester, Wurlitzer and
No. 101, southbound from LouisWard and Son, Fulton.
many others.
ville, will be operated one hour
Priced from
NOTICE: Sunday, May 21, is
and 40 minutes later than its preDecoration Day for the City of
sent schedule beginning Sunday,
$395
Fulton. All persons who have•
21, Division Superintendent
trade on new May
not paid on the upkeep of their All were taken in
T. K. Williams announced today.
Baldwin Pianos.
cemetery lots are asked to pay
Schedule of northbound passthe sexton or the city clerk.
Feezle Piano Sales
enger Train No. 102 will be conJames Meacham,'
Paducah, Ky. tinued as at present until at least
622 Broadway
Chairman Cemetery Committee
when new
tonight. the middle of June
QFFICERS' MEETING
will be
schedules
7:30 p. m. All members invited. time table
SPECIAL: 9 x 12
SATURDAY
said.
Williams
Moose, 212 printed, Mr.
Loyal Order of
felt base rugs, only $4.95 each.
Meantime the Illinois Central is
Church Street, Fulton.
Fulton Hardware & Furniture
giving consideration to changing
Company, 208 Lake Street.
HOSPITALIZATION and surgi- the schedule of No. 102 to depart
cal benefits. Enroll now with Paducah at 7:15 a. m. and arrive
FOR SALE: Like-new Singer
maximum in Louisville at 1:20 p. m., Mr.
old-line company;
Sewing Machine, $75 below
benefits; rrfinimum cost. Sec- Williams said.
cost. Neely Dress Shop, 505
ured Casualty Insurance ComMr. Williams pointed out that
Holm Street, Union City, Tenn.
pany; Gladys F. Hyland, en- the change being considered . in
Phone 615.
rollment representative.
Box 102's schedule would mean more
315, Fulton; Phone 1185.
satisfactory connections with the
Chicago and St. Louis
WANTED TO BUY:'39, '40 or '41 I. C.'s
Ford, Chevrolet or Plymouth trains at Fulton, and with B. &
Pennsylvania
from original owner. Will con- 0., C. & 0. and
sider equity in lat-r model car. trains at Louisville.
The I. C. is anx,ous to learn
Box 202, The Fulton News.
schedule
whether or not this
ALL MAKES SEWING MACH- would be popular with western
INES repaired; all work guar- Kentuckians, and would welcome
anteed. New and used machin- lettters or calls to Mr. Williams'
es for sale. Contact Forrester's office at Paducah expressing opShoe Shop, 204 Main Street, inions on the p-onosed change.
Fulton; agency for The Sewing
Because of lack of passenger
Machine Center of Cairo, Ill
and
Fulton
_ _
business between
Louisville, Trains 101 and 102 will
not operate between Fulton and'
5.00 PER WEEK
Memphis after Saturday, May 20.
Beginning May 21, No. 101 will
leave Louisville at 12:40 co. m.,
reach Paducah at 6:25 p. m. and
204 Plain
Phone 55 Fulton at 7:35 p. m. The later arrival at Fulton will mean a short-
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